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For ..., ..., ..., and ...

Was du ererbt von deinen Vätern hast,

Erwirb es, um es zu besitzen.

— J W  G





It is customary for authors of academic books to include in their

prefaces statements such as this: “I am indebted to ... for their in-

valuable help; however, any errors which remain are my sole re-

sponsibility.” Occasionally an author will go further. Rather than

say that if there are any mistakes then he is responsible for them,

he will say that there will inevitably be some mistakes and he is

responsible for them....

Although the shouldering of all responsibility is usually a social

ritual, the admission that errors exist is not — it is often a sin-

cere avowal of belief. But this appears to present a living and ev-

eryday example of a situation which philosophers have commonly

dismissed as absurd; that it is sometimes rational to hold logically

incompatible beliefs.

— D C. M ()
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FAST, EFFECTIVE PROGRAM ANALYSIS
FOR OBJECT-LEVEL PARALLELISM

William Christian Benton
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Multicore and multithreaded processors are ubiquitous. Applications in several
domains, such as internet servers, scientific simulations, and high-end me-
dia creation tools, are generally capable of exploiting the concurrent contexts
presented by these processors. However, the vast majority of client applica-
tions present sequential workloads that will not directly benefit from parallel
hardware. In order for such applications to achieve high performance on such
processors, they must be reimplemented as parallel applications.

Unfortunately, writing parallel software in mainstream programming lan-
guages is notoriously difficult. �e thesis of this dissertation is that real-world
client applications exhibit implicit thread-level parallelism because methods on
distinct objects are often independent. We show that it is possible to identify
this object-level parallelism statically via efficient, novel type-based program
analyses to identify methods that are good candidates for safe parallel execution.
In addition, we demonstrate that many methods that can be safely executed
through object-level parallelism are substantial enough to constitute realistic
parallel tasks.

Charles N. Fischer
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�e challenge of programming multi-core processors is real, but it is

not a technical challenge. It is a purely sociological challenge. Tech-

nically, we have known since the s how to program multi-core

processors (in the guise of shared memory multiprocessors) and how

to write programs for them (in terms of parallel algorithms).

— P V R ()

Despite Van Roy’s playful suggestion above, writing parallel software in
mainstream programming languages is notoriously difficult. �e thesis of
this dissertation is that real-world client applications exhibit implicit thread-
level parallelism because methods on distinct objects are often independent;
furthermore, it is possible to identify this object-level parallelism statically via
type-based program analysis and exploit it with lightweight runtime support.

. 

For many years, the most dramatic improvements in software performance
correlated closely with improvements in superscalar processor design and
implementation. Improvements in manufacturing processes within particu-
lar microarchitecture generations led to smaller chips that could run at faster
clock frequencies. Independently, each subsequent generation of chips devoted
additional transistors to implementing ever more aggressive mechanisms for
exploiting implicit instruction-level parallelism, some of which are described in
a survey paper by Smith and Sohi (): branch predictors to enable specula-
tively fetching a longer stream of instructions; logic to enable the simultaneous
issue of multiple independent instructions; register renaming units to elimi-
nate false dependences between instructions; and other, more sophisticated
speculation techniques.

Olukotun et al. () argued — and time seems to have borne out — that
continual performance improvements from exponential clock rate improve-
ments and increasingly aggressive speculative hardware are unsustainable; this
is the case, in large part, due to the power requirements of such improvements.
Rather, they claimed, it makes more sense to use additional transistors and chip
real estate to provide multiple, simpler chips in a single package. Single-chip

parallel processors (Nayfeh et al. ; Tullsen et al. ) enable the simulta-







neous issue of instructions from multiple tasks on a single chip. Multithreaded

designs extend the superscalar concept by allowing multiple threads to com-
pete for hardware resources, simultaneously issuing instructions to different
functional units. Multicore designs have multiple distinct execution units on a
single die, which communicate by means of a shared cache. Still other designs
combine aspects of multicore and multithreaded processors.

In the last decade, single-chip parallel processors have gone from being a
hotly-discussed research topic to a ubiquitous component of computer systems,
with multicore and multithreaded processors currently enjoying widespread
use in workstation, server, and portable computers. �ese processors even
appear in price-critical applications like game consoles: as an example, con-
sider Microsoft’s Xbox  platform (Andrews and Baker ), which was
introduced in  and whose  features  in-order cores running at .
with two hardware threads per core.

Because of the shift from aggressive superscalar processor designs to de-
signs with more plentiful and less aggressive cores, applications can no longer
rely on ever-faster uniprocessor performance. Instead of focusing chip re-
sources on the highest-possible single-threaded performance, architects are
building processors that can provide greater performance for concurrent work-
loads. As a consequence, future application speedups — indeed, even effective
processor utilization — will come from software that can take advantage of
concurrency.

Implicit concurrency is abundant in some kinds of programs, including
those corresponding to server, scientific, and streaming-media workloads.
Furthermore, there are known means to manually or automatically exploit
such concurrency in many of these problem domains. (In addition, many
of these problems inspire the sort economic incentive necessary to devote
additional engineering effort to ensuring high utilization.) Server workloads
are often explicitly multithreaded or multiprogrammed, and those that are
not generally enjoy a straightforward path to explicit multithreading (e.g. by
handling client requests with one of a pool of independent server threads).
Automatically extracting threads from loop bodies in scientific, numerical,
and streaming programs is a well understood problem, and there is ample
library and language support to facilitate purpose-built parallel software in
these domains.

Unfortunately, the vast majority of end-user applications present serial inte-
ger workloads, with pointer-based data structures and irregular data accesses.
Such programs cannot natively exploit hardware parallelism (unless, of course,





two or more run at once via multiprogramming), and classical techniques
to extract loop-body or array parallelism are not applicable for them. Many
of these programs could be rewritten to exploit multicore or multithreaded
processors, but only after heroic development (and maintenance) effort and
potentially great cost.

Of course, not all programs or problems are able to take advantage of
hardware concurrency. As a real-world example, even though it takes two
hours for a pound of bread dough to rise in a bowl, one cannot raise the same
amount in twelve minutes by dividing it among ten bowls. However, many
applications that are written out as serial programs implicitly encode several
independent, concurrent tasks.

�e following short excerpt from J.S. Bach’s d minor Chaconne for solo
violin (from  ) serves as an analogy for a serial program with implicit
concurrent tasks:

Although the writing in the above excerpt is monophonic (that is, only one
note sounds at a time), Kennan () showed that it implies polyphony (that
is, multiple independent voices sounding concurrently). In listening to this
example, one can clearly hear at least two parts in the single melodic line. We
might write these out separately, with individual parts denoted by the direction
of their note-stems, as follows:

In at least one way, sequential programs are no different from monophonic
music. �at is, a program written in the sequential style may nevertheless imply
several independent tasks that can complete concurrently. �e challenge is that
programmers must expose these tasks () without changing the meaning of the
program, () without introducing undue engineering or maintenance effort,
and () without encoding dependences on the accidental features of particular
microarchitecture implementations. Of course, there are performance costs
associated with task creation and intertask coordination, so programmers have
the added challenge of producing a parallel decomposition that performs at





Projects

Language Count Share

C  .
Java  .
C++  .
  .
Perl  .
Python  .
JavaScript  .
Shell script  .
  .
Tcl  .
Ruby  .
Objective-C  .

All other languages  .

All dataflow languages  .

Table .: Relative prevalence of implementation languages for software
projects listed on freshmeat.net; all languages with at least  of the total share
of projects are listed.

least as well as the serial version.
In the position paper quoted at the beginning of this chapter, Van Roy

() playfully claims that the problems of multicore programming are solved
and that the challenge posed by multicore processors is a merely sociological

one: namely, that most programmers are unwilling or unable to program in
dataflow languages in which the technical problems of exposing and exploiting
implicit parallelism are well-understood.

It is difficult to dispute Van Roy’s implication that few dataflow languages
are truly ubiquitous; Table . shows the relative prevalence of the twelve
most popular implementation languages on the popular software-tracking
web site freshmeat.net as of September , as well as the count and share of
programs implemented in dataflow languages.¹ Only the top twelve languages

We defined “dataflow” languages generously, including languages with only single-
assignment variables (Erlang, Haskell, and Prolog), declarative query languages (), and





have at least a  share of projects; these languages together account for  of
projects. �ese numbers are not intended to represent the state of all software
development — they do not account for internal development, in which releases
are not announced in public, and likely undercount the prevalence of some
languages as a result — but they represent a reasonable approximation of the
implementation-language ecosystem for end-user applications.

Imagining the utopia in which dataflow languages enjoy well-deserved
ubiquity makes for a pleasant daydream, but procedural and object-oriented
languages with mutable state are far more widespread. In Table ., all of the
top seven languages feature mutable state, and the only one of the top twelve
languages that we considered to be a “dataflow” language —  — is neither
general-purpose nor Turing-complete. ( also accounts for over half of all
projects implemented at least in part in “dataflow” languages.) Most of the
imperative languages in the top twelve are object-oriented or support object-
oriented features, and many run in managed environments or require nontrivial
runtime support. Even if a language that makes it easy to exploit implicit
parallelism were to immediately achieve widespread popularity tomorrow, we
would still have tens of thousands of legacy applications written in languages
like these in the top twelve, that are less amenable to known techniques.

.  

�e focus of this dissertation is on technical advances to sidestep the soci-
ological challenges. We have designed a parallel evaluation model, analyses
and effect systems, and runtime support to help bridge the gap between the
language climate we have now — dominated by managed object-oriented
languages with mutable state and relatively unrestricted aliasing — and the
language climate we hope to have in the future, which we expect will make
designing and programming for pervasive concurrency far more tractable. �e
goal of this work is to present novel techniques, inspired by those for find-
ing implicit parallelism in dataflow and mostly-functional languages, that can
effectively identify a particular kind of implicit parallelism in a mainstream
object-oriented language. We develop and evaluate our techniques in the con-
text of the Java language and virtual machine, since Java is ubiquitous and we
believe it to be representative of a useful class of languages.

mostly-functional languages with some impure features (Lisp, OCaml, Scheme, and Standard
ML).





We assume Van Roy is being at least somewhat tongue-in-cheek when he
proposes that the challenge of programming for multicore processors is merely
that of bringing the delights of dataflow languages to a benighted and weary
cohort of programmers. Industry inertia alone would seem to preclude this as
a viable solution; furthermore, some problems do not admit straightforward
solutions in dataflow languages. If we are (at least for the foreseeable future)
stuck with programs written in imperative languages and programs that are
difficult to reason about and automatically decompose, then it is desirable to
bring some of the benefits of dataflow and mostly-functional languages to the
languages that most working programmers use and to an enormous body of
extant programs.

Given arbitrary side effects and unrestricted aliasing, general-purpose au-
tomatic parallelization is intractable. However, we exploit the engineering
properties of object-oriented software — namely, that effects are typically con-
fined to the receiver object — to treat some objects as independent processes,
which synchronize with one another at certain method call boundaries. In
this respect, our overall approach is similar to Multilisp (Halstead ), in
which expressions can become processes, or to dataflow parallelism, in which
an arbitrary number of evaluations can proceed independently once their
dependences are satisfied and until their results are required.

�e most salient difference between our contributions and the solved “tech-
nical challenge[s]” that Van Roy identifies in the context of dataflow and func-
tional languages is that we are not operating within pure or mostly-pure lan-
guages with single-assignment variables. Rather, we are dealing with languages
and runtimes in which side-effects are not only allowed but expected and id-
iomatic. As a consequence, we have developed analyses and an effect system to
identify interference and independence between objects. Our analyses present
concise summaries of the effecting behavior of methods and identify methods
whose effects are confined to their receiver object; the runtime support we
propose for our model is able to make use of dynamic aliasing information to
precisify these summaries and enforce data dependence constraints.

We expect that, in the future, languages and programming models will
provide better support for explicit parallel programming, and for parallel pro-
gramming in-the-large. It would be foolish to speculate as to precisely what
form these models and languages will take, but models that eliminate or mini-
mize mutable shared memory between processes (including message passing
between imperative processes and dataflow programming) have a great deal to
recommend them over traditional shared-memory multithreaded program-





ming. Since the techniques that we propose in this dissertation are applicable
to extracting implicit parallelism from idiomatic imperative object-oriented
programs, we expect that they would still be applicable to extracting implicit,
fine-grained parallel tasks from explicitly-specified, isolated tasks consisting of
idiomatic object-oriented parallel programs. In this way, we hope that our con-
tributions can bridge the gap between the dataflow-parallelization techniques
of the past and the burdens of finding ever more tasks in an explicitly parallel
future.

. 

In the remainder of this document, we:

. Introduce object-level parallelism (), a measure of potential implicit paral-
lelism analogous to instruction-level parallelism, and , a programming
model designed to exploit  (in Chapter );

. Present the + declarative analysis framework for flexible, interactive,
and scalable analysis of Java bytecode programs (in Chapter ), and which we
use for implementing the analyses we present in Chapter ;

. Define and evaluate a novel object-oriented type-and-effect system, inference
rules, and client analyses to identify a large class of run-time constant fields
and object instance methods that are good candidates for parallel execution
because their side effects are confined to individual objects (in Chapter ); and

. Evaluate dynamic opportunities to exploit latent  in Java programs and
identify the runtime support necessary to do so (in Chapter ).

We shall then conclude by presenting opportunities for further investigation,
identifying the insights that we have acquired from imposing a new parallelism
model onto already-written programs, and considering what these might mean
for future programming models for purposefully-designed parallel programs.

�e goal of bridging the gap between theories developed in the context of
dataflow languages and practice in the world of imperative, object-oriented
languages guides each of our contributions. �e contributions in Chapters 
and  bring parallelism techniques inspired by those for declarative languages
to object-oriented languages by presenting a measure of implicit parallelism
demarcated by module boundaries, a model for object-oriented parallel pro-
gramming, and an analysis to determine when the effects of methods can be





guaranteed independent in object-oriented programs. Chapters  and  char-
acterize dynamic executions of object-oriented programs, showing substantial
“mostly-functional” behavior, for which declarative parallelism is appropriate.
Finally, the work described in Chapter  brings the benefits of declarative pro-
gramming to an object-oriented language more indirectly, by presenting a logic
programming environment for rapid, interactive development of new program
analyses.



   - 

A programming language is low level when its programs require

attention to the irrelevant.

— A J. P ()

Extensions for parallel execution have been a part of object-oriented lan-
guages for nearly as long as there have been object-oriented languages.¹ To date,
most proposals for combining concurrency and objects have either required
substantial program restructuring, have allowed the introduction of race con-
ditions, or both. In this chapter, we present , a parallelism model designed
to enable programmers and program transformations expose and exploit latent
object-level parallelism () in idiomatic object-oriented programs. Much
like instruction-level parallelism (), which can be exposed by superscalar
hardware that issues independent instructions simultaneously,  can be
exposed by a virtual machine that activates independent methods on distinct
objects concurrently.  is a parallelism model that is designed to exploit
, motivated by the modular nature of object-oriented programs, capable
of ensuring race-free executions, and likely to result in parallel executions
without contention between threads. Furthermore,  is more flexible than
most extant models and is thus suitable for automatic transformation of serial
programs to parallel ones.

Intuitively, the idea behind object-level parallelism is that the instance
methods of certain objects may execute asynchronously without changing the
result of a program, so that the work of a single explicit (that is, programmer-
specified) thread may be split among a main thread and a pool of delegate

threads. �e  model is a tool for exposing and exploiting latent ,
just as microarchitectural techniques like speculation are tools for exploiting
latent instruction-level parallelism. In contrast to hardware techniques for
ILP, which operate dynamically,  features cooperating static and dynamic
components. Under , an object may be demarcated by a static annotation
on a variable that refers to that object. (�is annotation may come from an
application programmer or an automatic program transformation.)

Method invocations on demarcated objects may be assigned to particu-
lar delegate threads by support code executed in the main thread, so that a

Simula  provided a mechanism to associate an object with its own thread of control
and execute method invocations asynchronously (Dahl et al. ).







sequential execution execution with object-level parallelism

delegate thread for b delegate thread for amain threadmain thread

a.put(k1,v1);

a.put(k2,v2);

b.put(k3,v3);

b.put(k4,v4);

x = a.get(k1);

y = b.get(k4);

a.put(k1,v1);

a.put(k2,v2);

b.put(k3,v3);

b.put(k4,v4);

x = a.get(k1);

y = b.get(k4);

delegate a.put(k1,v1)

delegate a.put(k2,v2)

delegate b.put(k3,v3)

delegate b.put(k4,v4)

synchronize with delegate thread for a

synchronize with delegate thread for b

Figure .: Sequential execution vs. execution exhibiting object-level paral-
lelism

delegated method invocationMmay execute concurrently with the program
execution that immediately succeed M. (We shall refer to the remainder of
dynamic execution after some method invocationM as the continuation ofM.)
�e main thread will synchronize with the appropriate delegate threads when
the result of a delegated method is required by dynamic program execution.

As an example, Figure . shows a pair of representations of dynamic
program executions that manipulate and access dictionary objects. On the
left, methods on the objects referred to by a and b are executed serially, in the
main thread. On the right, the execution exploits the object-level parallelism
latent in the serial execution. With object-level parallelism a and b each have
their own delegate threads; instead of invoking methods on a and b, the main
thread sends messages to the delegate threads for a and b.

In the remainder of this chapter, we will define our terms more precisely
(Section .), discuss necessary safety properties (Section .), and describe
the operation of a program running with  (Section .). We then close by
placing  and  in the context of related work (Section .). We will





discuss static analyses to help ensure safety properties and runtime support
for exposing  in Chapters  and , respectively.

. 

Before we discuss object-level parallelism and , we will cover the terms we
will use in discussing object-oriented language features, some of the relevant
particulars of the Java language, and some of terms and concepts involved in
identifying safe parallel executions.

Basic definitions

Object-oriented languages like Java typically provide at least three kinds of
methods. Instance methods operate on a particular object and can access its
private state. Instance methods must be invoked via a reference to a receiver

object (that is, the object the method will be operating on); the receiver object
is accessible within the method body via a special implicit reference parameter

(typically called this or self). For example, using Java syntax, the statement x.f()
invokes the f() instance method; the object referred to by x is the receiver. In
contrast, class methods (also known as static methods) do not operate on a
particular receiver object and are shared among all instances of a particular
class. Constructors serve to set up an object’s state; a given object lifetime
will have exactly one associated constructor invocation prior to any instance
method invocations. (Java, like other safe object-oriented languages, enforces
this constraint.)

Two types of instance methods are worthy of particular attention. Infor-
mally, accessor methods inspect the private state of an object without changing
it. Mutator methods modify the private state of an object (whether or not they
inspect it). We shall refine these definitions shortly, after discussing the sorts
of computational effects Java methods may exhibit.

Effects in Java

We treat effects in much greater detail in Chapter ; here our goal is to present
enough background and terminology in order to clarify our concepts of purity
and safety. We begin by stating our intuition about effects: a side effect consists
of a read or write to mutable state. As in Lucassen and Gifford’s pioneering
work on effect systems (), our broad goal in employing effects is to iden-





tify noninterfering computations that may execute concurrently.² To do so,
we ascribe effect signatures to statements and method bodies. Just as a type
signature is a representation of the range of possible values that a variable
might assume or of the values that a function might operate upon and return,
an effect signature is an approximation of the range of possible effects that a
statement or method body may exhibit.

As we shall see, our intuition – merely defining side effects as reads or
writes to mutable state – is too restrictive. Some effects, like incrementing a
for loop induction variable, are not typically observable outside of the method
in which they occur and thus cannot introduce data dependences between
method invocations. As a step towards ignoring unobservable effects, we first
identify two kinds of state:

Definition . Ephemeral state exists for a fixed, lexically-scoped lifetime and
may be inaccessible for some subset of its lifetime.

Definition . Durable state may persist beyond the scope in which it was
created; for example, dynamically-allocated heap objects are durable.

Stack-allocated storage, for example, has a lifetime corresponding to a
method activation and is only available when the activation record in which it
lives is at the top of the stack. At a lower level, compiler-generated temporaries
or data on the Java value stack are also ephemeral. By contrast, durable state
must be sharable: if a datum may persist beyond the scope in which it was
created, then it must be possible to have multiple references in separate method
activations that refer to it and alias one another.

For the purposes of ascribing effect signatures to a method, we can ignore
effects that are only visible within that method. Since the lifetime of ephemeral
state is necessarily bounded by the dynamic lifetime of a method or code block,
we need not track effects on some ephemeral location E if we can guarantee
that E cannot be modified implicitly. �at is, if E is modified via assignments to
a particular local variable – and only via assignments to that variable – then it
suffices to track data dependences on E through standard dataflow analysis. As
we shall see, in Java, modifications of local variables can only affect ephemeral
state, and modifications of durable state can be syntactically differentiated
from modifications of ephemeral state.

In contrast to the system presented by Lucassen and Gifford, we do not consider allocation
of heap objects as an effect.





In Java, all structures and arrays exist only in the heap as durable state
and are accessed via opaque references. Local variables may be scalar-valued
or may hold a reference to durable state, are stored on the stack, copied in
assignment, and passed by value to other methods. It is impossible to create a
reference to a stack value; changing the value of one local will not affect the
value of a local with a different name. By contrast, it is possible to have several
reference variables that alias the same heap object. Changing the value of one
of these variables will change its referent and will not change the referents
of any aliasing variables, but changing the contents of an object through a
reference will, of course, affect any code that accesses the same object through
an aliased reference.

Local variables are mutable, but any data dependence introduced by modify-
ing local variables is explicitly transmitted by copying values to other variables
or passing values as parameters to other methods, and can thus be tracked with
program dataflow. On the other hand, computational effects that modify the
state of heap objects are of special concern since these represent data depen-
dences that are communicated implicitly via aliasing. Put another way, a data
dependence between expressions involving the values of local variables will
be obvious (since the location that stores the value of a local variable may be
referred to by exactly one name), but a data dependence between expressions
that read and write heap data may be harder to find, since several names may
be aliases for the location of a value in the heap.

�e first important detail about our treatment of effects is that we ignore
effects on ephemeral state when constructing effects signatures for methods or
statements. Since ephemeral data in Java must be copied or passed explicitly to
other locations, effects on one ephemeral datum will be independent of effects
on any other. Furthermore, since ephemeral data do not persist beyond the
lifetime of a given method invocation, it is impossible for the ephemeral effects
of two distinct method invocations to interfere.

We cannot ignore effects on durable state, and so we need some way to
characterize effects on heap objects. In the discussion that follows, we shall
assume that Java programs have been translated into a form so that any field
access is through a minimal path, or one with exactly one field name in it; it is
trivial to do this translation by introducing temporaries, as in Figure ..³ We
further assume that each assignment statement either has a field reference on

Note that this translation is done automatically by Java compilers as part of the translation
to bytecode, and the analyses presented in Chapter  operate on bytecode. We mention it
here to facilitate our presentation of the concepts of effects in the context of Java source code,





public class Tree {
private Tree left, right;
private Object data;

// other methods

public Tree foo() {
return this.left.left.right;

}

public Tree foo2() {
Tree t1 = this.left;
Tree t2 = t1.left;
Tree t3 = t2.right;
return t3;

}
}

Figure .: Example of minimal field access paths. �e method foo is equivalent
to the method foo, but it does not feature access paths of a length greater than
.

the left hand side or the right hand side, but not both. (�at is, every statement
is either a load or a store, but no statement is a load and a store.) Finally, we treat
array accesses in a similar fashion: we require that each statement has at most
one array access, and we assume that accesses to multidimensional arrays have
been translated, via temporaries, to a sequence of accesses to one-dimensional
arrays.

Like most object-oriented languages, Java supports inheritance; a derived

class may extend a base class by adding fields and adding or overriding methods.
Multiple classes may declare fields with the same name, even if one of these
classes extends the other. Figure . shows two example classes in such a
relationship. A is extended by B; both declare fields named f. �e Java language
specifies that the particular field accessed by a field access expression depends
on the type of the reference to the containing object. �e bar method in B
demonstrates this by writing, through aliasing references of different types, to

which is more familiar to most readers than Java bytecode.





public class A {
Object f;
public void foo(Object o) {

this.f = o; // assigns to A.f
}

}

public class B extends A {
Object f;
public void bar(Object o) {

A a = (A)this;
a.f = this.f; // writes to A.f, reads from B.f
this.f = o; // writes to B.f

}
}

Figure .: Example of inherited classes that share field names
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Figure .: Memory diagrams illustrating state changes effected by field opera-
tions.





both the f field declared in A and to the f field declared in B.⁴ Figure . presents
memory diagrams of example instances of A and B after various operations
take place.

A field reference as it appears in Java source code – for example, x.f – is
ambiguous out of context. We need to know the type of x in order to determine
which memory locations might be affected. (As Figure . shows, an instance
of B has distinct fields A.f and B.f.) When we discuss the effects of instance
methods, we will avoid this ambiguity by describing fields with an abstract field

reference containing both a field’s name and the name of its declaring class.

Definition . An abstract field reference is a -tuple hρ, κ,νi where ρ is a
region containing the object that owns the field, either a set of abstract region
names or ρω, the universal region; κ is the name of the class declaring the field
being accessed; and ν is the name of the field as declared in κ.

Given our simplified form for Java statements, each statement that does not
invoke a method may have exactly one effect: it may exhibit a  or 
effect by loading from or storing to an abstract field reference, respectively. (We
treat array loads and stores with a special abstract field reference containing
the class of the array and a distinguished field name corresponding to “any
array element.”) A statement containing a method invocation I includes all
the effects of every statement of every method body that could be selected
by I. Calculating the effects of a method body is straightforward: if the effect
of some statement S is given by fx(S) and the set of statements in a method
M are given by stmts(M), then the effects of a method M are defined as:
fx(M) = {fx(Si) : Si 2 stmts(M)}

An abstract region describes some part of durable state in which an effect
may occur. We say that an effect or abstract field reference implicates the set
of abstract regions in which it may occur. We defer our primary discussion of
the representation of abstract regions until Chapter . However, we shall note
two details about regions at this time:

First, with the exception of the universal region ρω (which aliases all other
regions), regions may not alias one another. As a consequence, any ascription
of regions must ensure that two statements whose effects implicate disjoint sets
of regions must not interfere. Put another way, if the sets of regions implicated

Note that this is unidiomatic Java; typically, an instance field is declared as private, in-
dicating that it may only be accessed or manipulated from within methods in its declaring
class.





by two effects do not intersect, then two statements exhibiting those effects
will not access the same concrete memory location. (We term an ascription of
regions that satisfies this property sound.)

Furthermore, it is possible to parameterize method summaries on receiver
objects. �at is, a method summary may describe effects on the receiver object
by implicating a special ρthis region rather than by implicating the regions con-
taining every possible receiver object explicitly. (�is is analogous to universal
polymorphism over receiver objects or to an object-sensitive analysis.) We can
thus instantiate a method summary at a call site by replacing ρthis with a set of
regions containing every possible receiver object.

Identifying effects on fields of the receiver object is straightforward, since
accesses to fields of this are, in most cases,⁵ statically distinguishable from
accesses to fields of other objects. By parameterizing effects on receiver objects,
we can ascribe more precise effect signatures to method invocations; as we
shall see, we can also use this information to identify methods whose effects
are strictly confined to the receiver object.

.   

With the definitions from Section ., we can now define more clearly the
notions of accessor and mutator methods.

Definition . An accessor method is a method that exhibits at least one 
effect on a field of the receiver object and returns a value.

Definition . A mutator method is a method that exhibits at least one 
effect on a field of its receiver.

Note that a method may be both an accessor and a mutator. Good style
dictates that a method that changes mutable state will not return a value and
that methods that return a value will not change state.⁶

Methods may also be pure. �e classic definition identifies a method that
exhibits no effects on durable state as pure. However, this definition is rather too

�e local variable associated with the receiver object is always local  at the bytecode
level; since the Java language does not permit assignment to this, we know that any field access
to the object referred to by local  is accessing a field of this. If another local aliases this, this
assumption is imprecise but sound.

�is principle was named command-query separation by Meyer (). �e  model
accounts for programs that do not exclusively exhibit good style, as we shall see in section ..





restrictive, since it doesn’t admit idempotent methods that create and modify
durable state in order to complete their work. A better definition – due to
Leavens et al. (, ) and applied for static analysis by Salcianu and Rinard
– characterizes a method as pure if and only if it does not modify any state that
exists immediately before method entry. �is less-restrictive definition of purity
captures a notion of method purity as the absence of potential interference
with other code: a method may have effects on durable state that it creates –
and that is not available to other methods until after it exits.

We can also identify some methods as read-only – these are methods that
may have  effects (but not  effects) on durable state that exists
before method entry. Note that all pure methods are also read-only methods.

If we are to characterize the purity of methods in typical object-oriented
programs, we may wish to characterize instance methods by the effects that
they have on durable state that exists outside of the receiver object. As a
consequence, we develop notions of pure and read-only methods that are
sensitive to whether effects occur to state within the receiver object or not:

Definition . An externally-pure method is one whose effects on durable
state occur only to the receiver object (that is, in the this abstract region) or on
state that did not exist immediately before method entry. Put another way, an
externally-pure method is pure with respect to all state outside of the instance
it is operating upon. All pure methods are also externally-pure.

Definition . An externally-read-only method is one whose  effects
on durable state occur only to the receiver object or to state that did not
exist immediately before method entry. Put another way, an externally-read-
only method is read-only with respect to all state outside of the instance it is
operating upon. All externally-pure methods are also externally-read-only.

Intuitively, externally-pure methods Mi can execute asynchronously on
some receiver objectO provided:

. they execute in the order in which they would be invoked in a sequential
execution, and

. the main thread synchronizes with the delegate thread forO, ensuring that all
pending method invocations onO have completed, before either reading the
state ofO or modifying the state ofO without using a mutator method onO.





�e former constraint can be met by replacing method invocations with sup-
port code to insert the invocation into a queue of pending asynchronous calls
in the delegate thread. If all method invocations are enqueued for the delegate
thread, then they will execute in program order. �e latter constraint can be
satisfied statically, by demarcating only objects whose fields are strictly accessi-
ble through instance methods, or dynamically, by placing code in field read or
write barriers to block until all pending activations complete if a load or store
is to a field of a demarcated object.

If these conditions are met, then  can guarantee a race-free execution
with sequential execution equivalence, which we define as follows:

Definition . Sequential execution equivalence () is a property of a paral-
lel execution that holds when every dynamic read sees the value written by the
same dynamic write that it would in a serial execution with the same inputs.

Many methods are externally-pure, but many interesting methods are
externally-read-only or may even modify state contained in objects other than
the receiver.  would be of limited utility for real Java programs if it were
restricted to exploiting  only in externally-pure methods, especially since
the effects of many methods that are not externally-pure are unlikely to in-
terfere with those of methods executing on other objects. For example, an
externally-read-only method might read only data that will not change during
its continuation. A method that is not externally-pure might only modify ob-
jects that are completely encapsulated by its receiver. It should be clear that
there are methods that are not externally-pure but that can safely execute in
parallel without violating , and these can often be identified by program-
mers. In Chapter , we define more clearly the sorts of effects that will not
cause a method invocation to violate  and present analyses that automati-
cally identify a broad range of methods that are suitable for safe object-level
parallelism.

.   

 extends the Java language with support for asynchronous method invo-
cations in order to exploit . As a consequence, it introduces parallelism by
executing some instance method invocations concurrently with their continu-
ations, synchronizing when the result of a computation is required by dataflow
in the main thread. In this respect,  is similar to the future abstraction of
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Figure .: Typical method layout, with virtual function table pointer.

Baker and Hewitt () and Halstead (); the wait-by-necessity concept
of Caromel (); and the lazy wait construct of Meyer ().  takes
the flexibility of future, which can be applied to any expression, and presents
an abstraction that is applicable to object-oriented programs, in which the
“result of a computation” may be a change to the durable state associated with
an object and not merely the irreducible value of an expression.

Other extant methods for parallelizing object-oriented programs designate
objects for parallel execution based on class membership; for example, methods
on instances of classes that extend Thread in Java (Lindholm and Yellin )
or on instances of classes annotated separate in Eiffel (Meyer ) may execute
in a separate thread. , on the other hand, identifies potential concurrency
in a manner orthogonal to class membership: by annotations on an instance.
Whether or not an object’s methods may execute asynchronously with  is
simply a property of the instance and the context of the method invocations.
As a result,  enables programmers and tools to opportunistically exploit
implicit parallelism that library developers and application programmers may
not have anticipated.

Logically,  associates one delegate thread with each object. A delegate
thread is a process that exists to execute asynchronous method invocations.
More than one asynchronous method invocation may be in flight on a particular
delegate thread at any one time; the delegate thread maintains a queue of
invocations to execute in program order. While each object has its own logical
delegate thread, only a small number of delegate threads will be active (that is,
currently executing on virtual processors in the virtual machine or runtime) at
any given time.

Before we discuss the operational details of , we shall review some
details of runtimes for object-oriented languages. A standard layout for a
compiled method consists of a prologue, which sets up the activation record
and ephemeral state for the method invocation; the method body, or actual
instructions of the compiled method; and the epilogue, which cleans up after
the method. In order to support receiver polymorphism, each object has a
virtual function table (or vtable), which stores the addresses of methods with





certain names; this allows methods to be dispatched dynamically based on the
class of the receiver. (Each object logically has its own vtable, but one physical
vtable may be shared among all instances of a class.) Figure . shows the layout
of a method and the destination of a virtual function table pointer referring to
the beginning of that method.

An object is demarcated for asynchronous execution by a special annotation.
When the runtime encounters this annotation on a reference R, it does several
things; we first provide a brief overview before discussing each task in greater
detail:

. First, the runtime ensures that R is currently a suitable candidate for parallel
execution. Specifically, it ensures that a virtual processor is available to execute
methods on R. If one is not available, the annotation is ignored and execution
proceeds serially. If one is available, the runtime continues with the next task.

. �e runtime then creates a delegate thread for the object referred to by R, if one
does not already exist, and binds this thread to an available virtual processor.

. Finally, it replaces the instance methods of the object referred to by R with
special proxy methods that control communicating information about asyn-
chronous invocations to the delegate thread and synchronizing with the dele-
gate thread when its results are required by the main thread.

�e first task that the runtime must perform with a demarcated object
is ensuring that it is a good candidate for parallel execution. �is has two
components: safety and profitability. In a simple implementation of ,
safety is the responsibility of the programmer or compiler – it is not checked
by the runtime – and ensuring profitability is limited to ensuring that there
is a virtual processor available to execute the methods of a given object asyn-
chronously. If effects annotations are available, then the runtime can use those
in order to guarantee that executing a method asynchronously will not violate
. (Chapter  presents a system for automatic inference of computational
effects.)

�e runtime must then create a special delegate thread to execute asyn-
chronous method invocations for a given object and schedule this thread to
run on an available virtual processor. �is thread simply repeatedly dequeues
method invocations – consisting of method addresses and “environments” of
actual parameter values. It then executes method invocations by setting up
a synthetic prologue – that is, a stack frame with the actuals for a particular
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Figure .: Proxy for a mutator method, with vtable pointer and updated
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Figure .: Proxy for an accessor method, with vtable pointer, synchronization
point, cleanup code, and original method body.

invocation and a return address that points back to the delegate thread loop –
before jumping to the beginning of the actual method body.

In order to ensure that instance methods are actually delegated, the runtime
must replace instance methods on a delegated object with proxy methods.
Since mutator methods may execute asynchronously, their proxies, as shown
in Figure ., enqueue a method invocation record to the delegate thread.
If only the main thread is delegating method invocations, then changes to
object state will occur in program order. Accessor methods, on the other hand,
must wait for all pending state changes to complete before they inspect the
state of a demarcated object. As a consequence, their proxies are rather more
complicated (see Figure .): they block, waiting for all pending delegated
invocations to complete; they optionally “clean up” by reverting the object to
an un-demarcated object; and finally, they execute the accessor method body
in the main thread. Obviously, some methods both modify object state and
return values;  generates accessor proxies for these.

.  

Many other parallelism models have been proposed for constructing parallel
object-oriented programs, or for adding concurrent execution to otherwise
serial programs with minimal effort. In this section, we place  and  in
context by examining the most relevant related work.





�ere is a long history of languages that support the deliberate construction
of parallel programs – as we have mentioned, Simula  (Dahl et al. )
provided a mechanism to associate objects with separate threads of control.
A great deal of effort has gone towards developing models and abstractions
that make it easier to write programs that make progress and avoid data races,
often by integrating parallel execution or synchronization with other language
features like modules or scope.

Concurrent mostly-functional evaluation

ALGOL  (van Wijngarden et al. ; §.) provided collateral clauses, which
were sequences of statements with an unspecified evaluation order; the clause
would complete when all of the statements it contained had completed. ALGOL
 also provided parallel clauses, or collateral clauses with semaphore-based
synchronization. By treating routine parameter bindings as collateral or parallel
clauses, ALGOL  enabled the possibility of concurrent parameter evaluation
and recursion parallelism.

Friedman and Wise present opportunities for parallelism available in a
purely applicative (i.e. side-effect free) language with “suspended cons.” When
cons is evaluated in their language, it returns a structure consisting of suspen-

sions of its arguments. A suspension is like a promise in Scheme (Abelson et al.
) or a call-by-need thunk: a procedure that is evaluated at most once; it
can be coerced, or evaluated and replaced with its result. In a language in which
every cons is suspended, idle processors may be devoted to coercing suspen-
sions that are soon to be required by the main computation. �e approach
Friedman and Wise describe is transparent to the programmer and relies on
cooperation between the compiler and the runtime system.

Baker and Hewitt () coin the term call-by-future to describe a calling
convention in which each formal parameter of a subprogram is bound to a
process that will evaluate the expression passed to that parameter. (Unlike the
concurrent parameter evaluation available in ALGOL , Baker and Hewitt’s
approach is implicit.) �ey also introduce the notion of a future, a -tuple
of: () a process to evaluate an expression E, () a memory location to store
the result of evaluating E, and () a queue of processes waiting for E’s result.
Baker and Hewitt describe using futures for eager evaluation in applicative
languages; thus, the main focal point of their work is on garbage collection of
processes that are evaluating expressions whose results are not required by
program dataflow.





�e Multilisp language (Halstead ) generalizes call-by-future with
the future annotation. Binding a variable x to (future v) spawns a process to
evaluate v and binds x to a token representing its eventual result. Internally,
variable accesses perform a touch operation, which checks the run-time type
tag of an object to see whether or not it is a suspended future. If it is, then
the accessing process blocks until the calculation of the future is complete.
In programs written in mostly-pure languages like Multilisp, there is often a
substantial amount of implicit parallelism. By annotating a program with future,
a programmer may indicate to a compiler which tasks are most profitable to
execute in parallel.

Moreau () developed a semantics for Scheme with future; his seman-
tics treats side effects and first-class continuations. He establishes future as
a semantically-transparent annotation by way of several successive abstract
machines, each with its own operational semantics. A formalism for future that
includes side effects is a necessary step towards reasoning about real programs
with future. However, the treatment of side effects in Moreau’s semantics
is quite conservative, requiring synchronization upon any access to shared
memory if a process computing the value of a suspended future has accessed
shared memory.

A future-like construct is part of the current Java concurrency library
(Lea ), although Java futures are opaque placeholders for eventual values
rather than transparent promises. Several groups have sought to increase the
applicability and convenience of Java futures. Notably, Pratikakis et al. ()
developed type-safe transparent proxies for Java future objects. Welc et al.
() demonstrated the feasibility of using software transactional memory to
guarantee the safety of Java futures.

Concurrent objects

�e future model is flexible enough to expose a great deal of parallelism in
mostly-functional languages with few or no side effects, but may be lacking for
contemporary imperative object-oriented languages, in which the result of a
computation is as likely to be an update to the state of some object as it is to be
a simple value. Furthermore, imperative languages with shared state require
some form of mutual exclusion between threads, whether by synchronization
at any change to sharable state (as Moreau’s approach), or by using optimistic
concurrency control (as Welc et al.).

�e monitor abstraction (Hoare ) unifies mutual exclusion and lexical





scope, making it more difficult for programmers to accidentally fail to acquire
(or release) a lock. Monitors find widespread application today in the Java
language, standard library, and virtual machine (Lindholm and Yellin ),
which provide support for multiple concurrent threads of execution and a
limited form of monitors. In Java, the notion of concurrency is tied to the
notions of inheritance and subtyping. A Java thread is an object, and it appears
to the programmer as an instance of either a subtype of java.lang.Runnable
or a subclass of java.lang.Thread. Such classes are treated specially by the
virtual machine, and contain methods to spawn new lightweight processes.

Two proposals to extend Eiffel with concurrency brought future-like con-
currency more fully into the object-oriented world. In both Eiffel// (Caromel
) and  (Meyer ), the results of an asynchronous computation
may be some change to the state of a particular object. �e major differences
between these two proposals relate to how parallelism is introduced and when
results are required.

Meyer’s ()  system integrated concurrency naturally into Eiffel’s
design-by-contract mechanism. In , objects and classes may be declared
as separate.⁷ Methods invoked on separate objects or instances of separate classes
will execute asynchronously on a separate virtual processor. Synchronization
and ordering constraints on methods of separate objects are enforced by the
precondition assertions required by design-by-contract, and asynchronous
method invocations are queued by the separate object and executed in program
order. �e client of some method of a separate object will block waiting for
its result (and the completion of any pending methods on the base object);
the semantics here are akin to spawning a future and immediately executing a
touch operation. As a result, a client of a separate object will only block when it
requires a value from that object, and no sooner. Meyer calls this property lazy

wait. Lazy wait is possible because Eiffel distinguishes between commands,
or methods that update state but return no value, and queries, or idempotent
methods that inspect state.

Caromel () presents Eiffel//, a method for integrating concurrency
into Eiffel that differs from Meyer’s in several important respects. �e main
and most important difference is that Eiffel// distinguishes between passive

objects and active objects. Active objects are those that have an associated
independent thread of control, and references to them may be shared between

It is important to note that the separate designation is orthogonal to the inheritance
mechanism; a separate class may inherit from a non-separate class and vice versa.





processors. By contrast, methods on passive objects execute in the same thread
as the caller; furthermore, passive objects have thread-specific visibility and
cannot be shared between processors. Another difference between Eiffel//
and  is that the concurrency model in Eiffel// is integrated into the
inheritance mechanism: all active objects inherit from a class PROCESS. Finally,
Eiffel// treats the results of asynchronous method calls more like futures than
 does. Whereas  synchronizes when the result of an asynchronous
method call is assigned to some variable, Eiffel// synchronizes when the result
is used. Caromel terms this property wait-by-necessity.

 in context

Our goal in designing  was to develop a model for parallel construction
and execution of object-oriented programs that was flexible, imposed little
cognitive burden on the programmer, and was amenable to automatic safety
checking and automatic parallel task extraction.

future and related models like ALGOL ’s collateral clauses integrate well
with existing language features (i.e. expression evaluation or block structure)
and present a reasonable mechanism for evaluating independent expressions
concurrently. However, these models are not well-suited for concurrent execu-
tion of object-oriented programs, which exhibit many computational effects
and in which the result of a subprogram call may well be state changes and
not merely eventual values. A future-like construct — confusingly, also called
Future — appears in the Java standard library as of Java , but it suffers from
the same limitation: rather than exposing the capability to execute arbitrary
application code in parallel, it simply presents a mechanism to execute a task
and block when its final value is required.

�e Eiffel// and  models, due to Caromel and Meyer, are a better
fit for purposeful construction of object-oriented programs, and impose little
cognitive burden on the programmer, since they are integrated with well-
understood language features: Caromel unifies parallelism and inheritance
(all active objects are instances of classes that extend PROCESS), while Meyer
unifies parallelism and class membership (all objects that may run in separate
threads are instances of classes that are designated separate, but this designation
is orthogonal to inheritance). However, this mechanism is somewhat inflexible,
since a programmer must decide early on that either all instances of some class
will execute in their own threads or none of them will.

Standard Java threading unifies parallelism with subtyping and offers monitor-





based concurrency control. Java threads are always available to Java program-
mers, and the lexically-scoped monitors eliminate some common errors. Fur-
thermore, Java’s standard library commendably provides synchronized data
structures. However, the Java approach is inflexible, in that it requires a partic-
ular structuring of a class hierarchy and demands that programmers encode
some machine-specific information – about the number of threads that they
expect to use and the size of parallel tasks – into any parallel decomposition.
�is inflexibility impacts not only programmers but also tools that seek auto-
mated parallel decompositions. Furthermore, the standard pitfalls of parallel
programming – race conditions, starvation, deadlocks, and priority inversion –
are all just as possible when programming in Java threads as in other models.
While a great deal of fine work has sought to present restricted models for
race-free programming (Boyapati et al. ; Permandla et al. ) or to find
races in standard Java programs (Choi et al. ; Naik et al. ; Naik and
Aiken ), it is clear that unrestricted Java threads are not a suitable model
for automated program decomposition and are also not readily amenable to
automated safety checking.

 imposes little cognitive burden on the programmer by identifying
implicit object-level parallelism, finding concurrent tasks from methods on
individual demarcated objects. By supporting demarcation annotations on
individual objects,  provides the flexibility of future-like models (in which
any arbitrary expression may execute in parallel) with the suitability for object-
oriented programming of Eiffel// and . Finally, it offers a clear path to
safety properties via ; as we shall discuss in Chapter , establishing the safety
of preexisting annotations and even adding safe demarcation annotations can
be fully automated.





     

For this shall never be proved, that the things that are not are; and

do thou restrain thy thought from this way of inquiry.

— P  E ( C. , . B)

It is possible, also with the old conception of logic, to give at the

outset a description of all “true” logical propositions.

Hence there can never be surprises in logic.

— L W (, . O)

In this chapter, we introduce the + program analysis framework for
Java bytecodes. + (pronounced “successor dimple”) extends our earlier
work on the  framework for interactive, declarative, scalable program
analysis (Benton and Fischer ) by adding several major features: static
single assignment () form, explicit domains for analysis entities, support
for multiple analysis solver backends, and an interface for annotating Java
bytecodes with analysis results. �is chapter is self-contained and does not
assume prior knowledge of the original  system.

Program analyses provide static answers to questions about the dynamic
behavior of a program. A researcher who wishes to develop a new program
analysis must engage in two separate activities: devising a specification for
the analysis and engineering a suitably efficient implementation. Developing
a correct specification can be difficult and error-prone, as a correct analysis
specification must properly treat all of the features and subtle corner cases
in a given language. However, even given a correct specification, the effort
necessary to produce an efficient implementation may be substantial or pro-
hibitive. �e implementer’s task is difficult due to the disconnect between a
formal analysis specification and an executable implementation.

Analysis designers typically specify analyses in a declarative style: whether
as a system of constraints (Andersen ; Fähndrich and Aiken ; Rountev
et al. ; Kodumal and Aiken ; Milanova et al. ), as type inference
rules (Palsberg ; Steensgaard ; Diwan et al. ; Aldrich et al. ),
or as a fixed-point of a system of dataflow equations. Many analyses also admit
natural specifications as reachability queries on context-free languages or as
logic programs (Reps ; Esparza and Podelski ; Sridharan et al. ;







Tomb and Flanagan ; Whaley and Lam ; Lam et al. ). General
solvers for these sorts of problems have benefited from advances in logic
programming language implementation; several are quite efficient. However,
most existing solvers are far from ideal for rapid prototyping of new analyses.

Consider an idealized version of the process a researcher undertakes when
developing a new program analysis. �e designer:

. Decides which abstract domains are interesting, and how best to model pro-
gram properties as mathematical structures;

. decides how individual kinds of program statements contribute to the analysis
results;

. writes a preprocessor to extract analysis relations from program source code;
and finally

. develops some sort of solver (or uses a preexisting specialized solver) to answer
queries about the generated relations.

Since the analysis itself is likely to be specified declaratively, it would be
ideal to use an analysis framework that could execute such a specification with
little or no modification. Unfortunately, almost all existing analysis frameworks
that support declarative specifications only aid users with the final step of this
process: namely, providing a solver for analysis rules in a particular formalism.
Many require extensive preprocessing or time-consuming automated optimiza-
tions before running an analysis, thus discouraging an interactive development
style, casual experimentation, and rapid prototyping of new analyses.

We have developed +, a fully-featured, declarative, and extensible
analysis framework for Java. It is fully-featured in that it provides functionality
for every step of the analysis design and development process. It is declarative

in two ways: first, user-specified rules are written in a declarative language;
also notably, + itself is primarily implemented in the Yap Prolog system
(Costa et al. ). Finally, the major components of + are extensible:
statement preprocessors may depend on arbitrary, user-defined Prolog proce-
dures; and + is designed to support multiple, user-definable solvers to
generate answers to analysis queries.

+ consists of a typed intermediate representation of Java bytecodes
and a domain-specific language that allows users to specify program analysis
implementations in an essentially declarative fashion, much as they might write





an analysis specification. Unlike most program analysis frameworks, +

represents program texts, derived relations, and analysis rules uniformly – all as
relations in a Prolog database. (If users choose to use the built-in tabled Prolog
solver, then analysis results are also represented as Prolog clauses.) +

thus enables analysis designers to develop declarative specifications for every
stage of analysis development and evaluation: deciding which domains are
under consideration and which program statements are relevant, extracting
relations from relevant program statements, and answering queries based on a
system of relations and analysis rules.

+ is essentially different from other analysis frameworks in that it
offers two important capabilities:

. + provides a total, round-trip solution to analysis design and evalua-
tion. �at is, an analysis designer may use + to produce a declarative
specification for every component of an analysis. + allows the user
to define procedures for any necessary preprocessing of the program text in
Prolog. Given declarative, user-supplied specifications, + then automat-
ically generates a statement processing routine that generates relations from
the program text and the rules that govern analysis results. Finally, +

supports generating analysis solutions either via interfacing with an external
solver or via a built-in solver based on tabled Prolog.

. + provides a relational, declarative model for specifying program anal-
yses. An analysis designer may thus execute an analysis specification that is
very similar to the sort of specification that might appear in a technical paper.

�ere exist several excellent solvers that have been used to great effect for
analysis problems. However, these tools require that the analysis designer use
some external tool to develop a preprocessor that translates from program text
to relations. Some analysis frameworks, such as those available within research
compilers, enable users to develop preprocessors as well as solvers within
the same tool, but +, like its predecessor , enables round-trip
analysis development in a declarative style.

In the + framework, program texts (in an intermediate representa-
tion of bytecode instructions), analysis rules, and analysis results are stored
in a database of Prolog relations. Since analysis results are in the same format
as the program to be analyzed, it is possible for analysis designers to reuse
the results of costly analyses as program annotations – and, in fact, to store





these annotations directly in the same database as the program text instead of
recalculating the analysis results later.

�e + program analysis framework features:

. a system for encoding an intermediate representation of Java bytecodes as a
database of facts,

. a declarative framework for program analysis, which enables analysis users to
prototype, develop, and debug new program analysis specifications by generat-
ing analysis implementations directly from specifications, and

. a mechanism for debugging program analysis specifications that combines the
efficient execution of tabled evaluation with the tracing capacity of conventional
Prolog evaluation.

�e combination of these features in one system enables rapid and seamless
analysis design, development, and evaluation.

.    

+ comprises three parts. �e front-end translates from Java bytecodes
to the + intermediate representation (): a set of Prolog relations that
fully describe the input application and library classes. �e back-end provides
a framework of rules and a domain-specific analysis language to implement
program analyses as declarative queries on a database of relations; it translates
from user-specified statement processing and analysis rules into code that
implements a bytecode preprocessor and the actual analysis. �e query engine
actually generates an exhaustive solution to the analysis problem. In the original
 system, the query engine was part of the back-end and implemented
in tabled Prolog; + enables users to plug-in different external solvers to
meet different application requirements.

We have implemented the + front-end as a whole-program transfor-
mation that extends the Soot compiler framework. Soot (Vallée-Rai et al. )
converts from stack-based bytecode to a typed three-address representation
called Jimple and generates a conservative method call graph. Our transforma-
tion then translates from Jimple’s abstract syntax to the concrete syntax of a
database of +  relations. As we have stated, methods are modeled as
sets of statements and all intraprocedural control flow is modeled by an explicit
control-flow graph. It is therefore possible to use + to implement either





flow-sensitive or flow-insensitive analyses; the analysis developer need merely
decide whether or not to ignore control flow when declaring analysis rules.

We have implemented the + back-end in the Yap Prolog system
(Costa et al. ). �e back-end consists of:

. a domain-specific language for specifying analyses,

. a library of relations and rules that are available to client analyses and describe
various aspects of Java’s semantics and type system,

. a code generator that translates from the domain-specific language into pro-
grams that implements a statement processing routine and an analysis evalua-
tion routine, and

. an interface to a query engine that executes the generated code to produce
exhaustive analysis results.

�e + back-end supports multiple query engines and enables users
to develop support for their own query engines. However, it also includes a
built-in query engine that makes use of the Yap system’s support for tabled

execution. Tabled Prolog (Chen and Warren ; Rocha et al. ) supports
a table annotation on certain predicates. �e results of a tabled predicate
are memoized; thus, each is evaluated at most once for each tuple of argu-
ments. Furthermore, a tabled Prolog system can automatically find a finite
fixed point of recursive and mutually recursive tabled predicates. �is property
enables analysis designers to specify many relations that naturally admit a left-
recursive definition in a straightforward and direct way, without considering
nonterminating evaluation.

.  +

We shall now present a high-level view of + and discuss a typical user’s
interactions with the + system while developing a new analysis. Figure
. provides an overview of +’s architecture; we shall refer to each
component in the following overview.

A + user is likely to begin by creating databases of + 
relations for several interesting programs, in order to evaluate a new analysis
on representative inputs. �is task requires the DimpleGenerator application,
which processes Java class files. DimpleGenerator extends the Soot compiler
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Figure .: High-level overview of the + system’s architecture. Shaded
items indicate infrastructure developed by other groups; italics indicate user-
supplied inputs

framework and produces a +  database with relations corresponding
to every statement in a given application and in each of its libraries. �e -
+  also includes relations describing the application and library class hi-
erarchies and relations describing a conservative approximation of the method
call graph. (We discuss the +  further and provide some example
relations in Section ..)

�e user may then load the  database into the Prolog system and begin
asking queries about the program. �is sort of interactive experimentation can
often be a productive prelude to developing the actual statement processing
and analysis rules. By exploring the sorts of statements and relations that may
be relevant to a particular analysis in advance of specifying the analysis, the user
may be able to note subtle details that might have otherwise been overlooked.
After some experimentation, the user will begin to use the + analysis
language to specify a statement processing routine and the analysis. (We
discuss the + analysis language in Section ..)

Most analyses will only need a subset of the relations in the + 
database. All analyses will benefit from simplifying the program relations
by preprocessing the input program and deriving analysis-specific relations
from the + . (At the very least, doing so will result in a clearer
presentation.) Consider the following +  relation, which corresponds
to an assignment from one local variable to another:
stmt(unit(83),

assignStmt(local(local(12), method(62806), primtype(long)),
local(local(14), method(62806), primtype(int)))).





+ creates explicit domains for most program entities of interest –
like statements, local variables, fields, and methods – and ascribes a positive
integer to each that uniquely identifies it in that domain throughout the whole
program. �e clause above describes the statement at the globally-unique
program counter ; it is of the form stmt(unit(PC), S), where PC is in the
domain of program counters (that is, unique identifiers for statements) and
S is a structure representing a particular statement. �e particular statement
structure in this example is an assignStmt, which represents an assignment
between locals. Locals, in turn, are represented as structures with elements
from a domain of local identifiers, methods, and types. In this case, local
number  is receiving a value from local number ; both locals are contained
in a method with unique number .

�e original   used names instead of numbers (so all domains were
implicit); + has only retained names for types. Using names instead
of explicit numbered domains may aid readability in some cases, but it does
so at the expense of verbosity.¹ Employing explicitly-numbered domains not
only makes the  database smaller, but it also facilitates imposing an ad hoc
typing discipline on user-specified analysis and processing routines, enabling
+ users to develop more robust code.

�e clause above includes a great deal of detail about a particular bytecode
statement representing a particular assignment; not all of it may be useful
for every analysis application. It may be more convenient for the analysis
designer to derive a relation that omits some details that are not relevant to
a particular analysis. Perhaps the analysis designer is interested in knowing
that an assignment occurred between two locals, but some details, like the
program counter, method name, and variable types, are not relevant for a
particular analysis problem. In that case, the designer could preprocess the
above statement to a much simpler relation, like this one:
assign(12, 14).

Of course, the derived relations can be more involved than simple projec-
tions of structures into simpler structures. �e statement processing routine

decides which statements are interesting for a particular analysis, and it may use
arbitrarily complex criteria to do so. To give two realistic examples, particular
derived relations may select only those statements that involve assignments to
locals of reference types, or only those statements that might throw unchecked
exceptions. A + user will specify a statement processing routine in

�e + representation contains no less information than the original  .





terms of declarative rules in the + analysis language; these rules may
use user-defined predicates on +  statements, +’s internal
rules (which include facts and relations dealing with Java’s type system and
semantics), or any Prolog code. By combining arbitrarily complex selection and
projection rules, analysis users can develop extremely powerful preprocessors
in a declarative style. (We discuss the part of the + analysis language
that defines statement processing routines in Section .).

Once the analysis designer has declared statement processing rules, -
+ can preprocess the input program. + affords several options here:
for prototyping, when a user may be interested in having the entire program
available, the statement processing routine will simply assert derived relations
into memory. + users who are using external solvers as query engines,
or who are using the internal tabled Prolog solver but demand maximum per-
formance, will use + as a preprocessor. In so doing, they will write
derived relations to a file, discarding the  database so that an analysis will
operate strictly on a database of derived relations instead of on a database that
contains detailed information about every bytecode statement in the program.

If a + user chooses to use the built-in tabled Prolog query engine, it
is possible to keep the entire  database in memory. Doing so incurs a cost
in heap usage, but has two key benefits: if one is prototyping an analysis, one
may decide that new or different derived relations might be useful. Since the
whole program is available, one may add these effortlessly. In addition, having
access to the whole program offers an advantage when debugging analyses: if
the whole program is available, + allows users to see precisely which 
statements contributed to each derived relation.

�e analysis designer may then prototype analysis rules interactively, by
issuing queries to the underlying tabled Prolog system. �e user may then
commence developing analysis rules by writing them in +’s rule defi-
nition language. (See Section . for more information on the rule definition
language.) +’s code generator takes statements in the rule definition
language and converts them to tabled Prolog rules. �e code generator also
generates support code to aid debugging analysis rules. �e analysis designer
will not invoke this support code directly; rather, + uses it to present
derivations of why particular analysis results hold. (See Section . for more
information on this capability.)

By default, generated analysis rules are asserted into the Prolog database.
�e code generator can also write the generated rules and compiler directives
to a file, which can be compiled and loaded. Each of these is appropriate for





different situations, and + gives users the opportunity to decide which
to use at a given stage in the analysis development process. �e former leads
to slightly slower execution times but affords greater flexibility for prototyping,
since asserted rules may be retracted or abolished. �e latter option is most ap-
propriate for production analyses, since it offers the fastest possible execution,
but does not offer the opportunity to interactively change the analysis.

We shall now discuss the individual + components in greater detail.

.  + 

We have developed a typed intermediate representation () for Java bytecodes.
Our representation is based on the Jimple  (Vallée-Rai et al. ) but has
an essentially declarative flavor: programs are represented as sets of relations,
analyses are specified in a domain-specific language that adds rules and re-
lations to the database, and analyses are executed by satisfying queries on
generated rules and relations. Java classes are represented in terms of subtyp-
ing relationships, sets of method declarations and sets of field declarations.
Methods are represented as sets of statements. All intraprocedural control
flow is explicit and is modeled by a control-flow graph for each method. �e
abstract syntax of our representation is loosely based on the Jimple  for Java
bytecodes, which is a component of the Soot compiler framework. We call our
representation + to reflect its declarative character and as an homage
to prior intermediate representations like Simple (Hendren et al. ) and
Jimple (Vallée-Rai et al. ).

+, like Jimple, is based on three-address code or register quadruples.
Each statement consists of variables corresponding to operands, an operation,
and a variable in which to place the result. Each statement has a simple, “flat”
form: all operands are either local variables, immediate values, or addresses,
not complex expressions. Object fields and array elements are treated in a
“load/store” fashion: they are loaded from memory, operated on as locals,
and stored back to memory. As a consequence, there is no single +

instruction, for example, to transfer a value from one heap location to another,
or to increment the value of an object field.

In contrast to the three-address code of + and Jimple, the Java
virtual machine executes bytecode instructions that operate on a stack. Since
the stack is untyped, Java provides separate bytecode instructions for each
potential operand type. (Lindholm and Yellin ) As an example, there are
eight different bytecode instructions to load a value from an array element,





depending on the element type: one for object references and one for seven
of Java’s eight primitive types.² �ere are also many “special case” bytecode
instructions that incorporate immediate values in their opcodes. Of course,
the wide variety of bytecode instructions – and the very nature of stack-based
evaluation – greatly complicates analysis of unmodified bytecode. By basing
+ on an existing intermediate representation of bytecode that features
fewer kinds of operations than does bytecode, it is possible to express analyses
in terms of a simpler set of rules than it would if + were to operate on
bytecode directly.

While the structure of the +  owes a great deal to the statements
and expressions of the Jimple , + has the capacity to be more flexible
than a non-declarative representation. �is flexibility is the primary advan-
tage of + over Jimple and other non-declarative representations, and it
comes from the fact that + represents programs as databases and is im-
plemented in Prolog. Prolog is a homoiconic language in which data and code
share the same representation. Furthermore, Prolog goal resolution does not
differentiate between the extensional database, or clauses and structures as-
serted as facts, and the intensional database, or clauses and structures derived
from the application of rules. In +, the extensional database consists
of the +  produced from a Java program and the built-in relations
describing Java’s type system and semantics. However, + users may
easily build a custom representation in the intensional database by defining
rules that derive new statements, replace old ones, and generally coalesce and
discriminate from the input , leaving only relations tailored for a specific
analysis problem.

We shall now discuss the individual +  relations.

Program-domain values and expressions

�e first kinds of +  structures we shall examine are those that corre-
spond to Java values and expressions.

�e Java language features several kinds of values: constants and local
variables of primitive (i.e. scalar) and reference (i.e. object or array) types. �e
+  models these kinds of values with fairly straightforward structures;
the simplest of these are the reference and constant structures (Table .),

�e baload instruction is used for loading from arrays of byte values as well as from
arrays of boolean values.





Relation name Brief description Page

caughtExceptionRef/1 A reference to a caught exception ob-
ject (in a Java exception handler)



doubleConstant/1 A double-valued constant 
floatConstant/1 A float-valued constant 
intConstant/1 An int-valued constant 
local/3 Associates a member of the local do-

main with its containing method and
type



longConstant/1 A long-valued constant 
nullConstant/1 A constant null reference 
parameterRef/2 An actual parameter value for the cur-

rent method


stringConstant/1 A reference to a constant String 
thisRef/2 A reference to the receiver object for

the current method


Table .: +structures representing Java values and constants

Relation Brief description Page

addExpr/2 Integer or floating-point addition 
divExpr/2 Integer or floating-point division (depending

on the types of operands)


mulExpr/2 Integer or floating-point multiplication 
negExpr/1 Unary negation 
phiExpr/1 φ-function (for ) 
remExpr/2 Integer modulus (remainder) 
shlExpr/2 Integer bitwise shift left 
shrExpr/2 Integer bitwise shift right 
subExpr/2 Integer or floating-point subtraction 
ushrExpr/2 Integer unsigned shift right 

Table .: + structures representing Java arithmetic and value expres-
sions





Relation Brief description Page

andExpr/2 Bitwise or logical  
cmpExpr/2 Numeric comparison 
cmpgExpr/2 Floating-point comparison (cf. dcmpg byte-

code)


cmplExpr/2 Floating-point comparison (cf. dcmpl byte-
code)



eqExpr/2 Value equality 
geExpr/2 Greater-than or equal to 
gtExpr/2 Strictly greater-than 
leExpr/2 Less-than or equal to 
ltExpr/2 Strictly less-than 
neExpr/2 Value inequality 
orExpr/2 Bitwise or logical  
xorExpr/2 Bitwise exclusive  

Table .: + structures representing Java comparison, bitwise, and
logical expressions

which describe constants of various types (e.g. intconstant/1), local variables
(local/3). Table . also shows several structures that represent placeholders
for values that are set up outside of the current method, such as actuals for each
formal parameter (parameterRef/2 and thisRef/2), and thrown exception
objects in a a catch block (caughtExceptionRef/1). Of the structures in
Table ., all can appear on the right-hand side of an assignment, but only
local/3 can appear on the left-hand side of an assignment. (+ also
models heap stores and loads as assignments; we shall discuss heap locations
shortly.)

Expressions in Java source code evaluate into simple values before they are
used (either as the right-hand side of an assignment or as an actual parameter
to a method call). As a consequence, the values of expressions are explicitly
transmitted to their destinations. By contrast, the bytecode statements that
implement Java expressions in the  pop operand values from the stack and
push their results, thus implicitly communicating their results as an operand
for some other statement. For example, the Java-language expression 2 + 4





Relation Brief description Page

castExpr/2 Cast a variable to a compatible type 
instanceOfExpr/2 Reference-type compatibility test 
interfaceInvokeExpr/2 Invoke an instance method with

interface-style virtual dispatch


lengthExpr/1 Array length inspection 
newArrayExpr/2 Allocate and initialize a new array 
newExpr/2 Allocate and initialize a new object 
newMultiArrayExpr/2 Allocate and initialize a new multidi-

mensional array


specialInvokeExpr/2 Invoke an instance method with
static dispatch (e.g. constructors,
private methods, etc)



staticFieldRef/1 A reference to a particular static field 
virtualInvokeExpr/2 Invoke an instance method with stan-

dard virtual dispatch


Table .: + structures representing Java object and array expressions

Relation Brief description Page

arrayRef/2 A reference to a particular element of
a particular array



instanceFieldRef/2 A reference to a particular instance
field of a particular object



staticFieldRef/1 A reference to a particular static field 

Table .: + structures representing heap locations





evaluates to 6. Were this expression to appear on the right-hand side of an
assignment, 6 would be explicitly transmitted to the location named by the left-
hand side of the assignment. �e expression 2 + 4 compiles into the following
sequence of bytecode instructions: bipush 4; bipush 2; iadd;. Unlike the
result of the expression, which must be explicitly transmitted, the bytecode
statement implicitly transmits its result via the stack, leaving its result as an
operand for some future statement.

�e + structures that model Java-language expressions do so by
modeling the bytecode statements that implement these expressions. �e level
of abstraction in the +  is closer to that of bytecode than that of Java
source; however, unlike the  the +  is not stack-based, so the values
of expressions are transmitted explicitly via assignment to locals. Tables .
and . show the structures that model operators over scalar values, including
arithmetic, logical, and comparison operators. (eqExpr/2 also models object
identity checking.)

Tables . and . cover structures that deal with expressions that op-
erate on references, including allocation (e.g. newExpr/2) and access paths
from a reference to a particular field or array value (e.g. arrayRef/2 and
instanceFieldRef/2). It also shows the four InvokeExpr/2 structures that
model the three types of method invocation expressions in Java:

. static method invocations (staticInvokeExpr/2),

. virtual method invocations (interface— and virtualInvokeExpr/2), and

. statically-dispatched instance method invocations (specialInvokeExpr/2).

�e latter corresponds to the invokespecial bytecode; it represents invoca-
tions of constructors and private methods.

Statements and program metadata

�e second kinds of + structures we shall examine are those model-
ing the contents and structure of programs. Informally, Java programs consist
of classes, which may extend other classes or implement interfaces; each class
contains zero or more method and field declarations. Each method contains
a set of statements and an intraprocedural control-flow graph. Statements in
+ are at lower level of abstraction than Java source language statements,
but are at a higher level of abstraction than bytecode statements. We have





Relation name Brief description Page

assignStmt/2 Local assignment, heap load (with heap loca-
tion as right-hand side), or heap store (with
heap location as left-hand side)



enterMonitorStmt/1 Entering an object’s monitor 
exitMonitorStmt/1 Exiting an object’s monitor 
gotoStmt/1 Unconditional branch 
identityStmt/2 Assignment to “special” (single-assignment)

locals: formals, this, and caught exception
references



ifStmt/2 Conditional branch 
invokeStmt/1 Invocation of a void method (or method

with ignored return value)


returnStmt/1 Return a value 
returnVoidStmt/1 Return from a void method 
stmt/2 Associates a program counter with a partic-

ular statement


throwStmt/1 Raise an exception 

Table .: + structures representing Java bytecode statements

already mentioned one example of this level of abstraction: + expres-
sion structures (Tables ., ., and .) correspond to independent bytecode
statements but may appear as constituents of + assignment statement
structures.

Table . describes the + structures that model statements. Each
statement is in three-address form; so statements typically operate on locals
or immediate values. Most statement types are self-explanatory, but the two
kinds of assignment statements are worthy of special interest. + iden-
tity statement structures (identityStmt/2) serve two purposes: to identify
locals whose values are set up outside of the current method body (i.e. those
corresponding to method actuals, to this, and to caught exception references),
and to identify their values.

+ assignment statements (assignStmt/2) model standard assign-
ments as well as heap loads and stores; these are notable because expressions





Left-hand side Right-hand side Description

local/3 local/3 Local-to-local
assignment

local/3 any heap reference,

viz.: arrayRef/2,
staticFieldRef/1, or
instanceFieldRef/2

Heap load

any heap reference local/3 Heap store

local/3 a constant or any

arithmetic, logical,

comparison,

invocation, or reference

operation

Expression evaluation
and assignment

Table .: Statements modeled by legal + assignment structures

may occur as their constituents. An assignStmt/2 has two constituent struc-
tures, corresponding to the left-hand and right-hand sides of a Java language
assignment. At least one side must be a local variable, but one side may be
a heap location (for heap loads and stores) or a simple expression; Table .
details the possible kinds of assignment statement.

Analysis entities and domains

�e final group of +  structures we examine, shown in Table .,
represent entities in analysis domains. �ese are structures that uniquely
identify types, classes, methods, fields, statements, and variables. +

places every one of these entities in an explicitly numbered domain. �is has
several benefits:

. It reduces the verbosity of the representation without reducing the information
content. A + user may make any clause more verbose via Prolog’s
portray/1 mechanism, which enables users to change the depiction of struc-
tures so that, for example, a method structure might be replaced with a string





Relation name Brief description Page

analyzed/1 True for a method that has been processed
by the front-end; enables + analyses to
make conservative assumptions about open pro-
grams



cg_main/1 �e main method; the root of the call graph 
class/2 Associates an entity in the class domain with a

class name


concreteClass/1 True for “concrete” classes (i.e. those that can
be instantiated)



containsStmt/2 Indicates that a particular method contains the
statement at a particular program counter



field_decl/7 Metadata relating to a field declaration 
final/1 True for methods or fields declared final 
immedExtends/2 Indicates the immediate subclassing relation 
immedImplements/2 Indicates the immediate subtyping relation 
interface/1 True if a “class” is really a Java interface 
mainclass/1 Identifies the class containing this program’s

main method


method_decl/7 Metadata relating to a method declaration 
publicClass/1 Indicates that a particular class is declared as

public


stmtContainedBy/2 Inverse of containsStmt/2 
unitActual/3 Indicates that a particular local is passed as an

actual parameter at a particular invocation site


unitMaySelect/2 Indicates that a method invocation site may se-
lect a particular method body



Table .: + structures representing program structure and metadata





Relation name Brief description Page

branches/1 True for branch statements 
fallsThrough/1 True for statements that may transfer control

to their immediate successor (contrast with
branches/1)



offset/2 Describes a bytecode offset into a particular
method



param_type/3 Indicates the type of a formal for a given method 
return_type/2 Indicates the return type of a given method 
succ/2 Indicates that one statement may succeed an-

other in normal control-flow


stmt_offset/2 Indicates the bytecode offset of a particular
statement



Table .: + structures representing method structure and control flow

Relation name Brief description Page

arraytype/2 Describes the type of a Java-language array
of a given dimension and base type



class/1 Denotes a member of the class domain 
field/1 Denotes a member of the field domain 
local/1 Denotes a member of the local domain 
method/1 Denotes a member of the method domain 
primtype/1 Denotes a primitive Java-language type 
reftype/1 Describes a Java-language reference type 
subsig/1 Contains a method subsignature; that is, its

name and an encoding of its parameter types


unit/1 Denotes a member of the program counter
domain, which uniquely identifies state-
ments



value_unit/2 Used with φ-expressions to denote pairs of
values and predecessor statements



Table .: + structures representing analysis-domain entities





representation of that method’s signature.

. It greatly simplifies operating with external solvers like  (Kodumal
and Aiken ) and  (Whaley and Lam ; Lam et al. ), which
require explicit domains.

. It enables + users to program defensively and impose an ad hoc typing
discipline on their analyses. It is trivial to check whether or not a given identifier
is a valid member of any particular domain.

An extended example

We conclude our discussion of the +  with an extended example of
a small Java program translated into bytecode and into the + . As
we shall see in Sections . and ., the +  is only a starting point;
the + system makes deriving analysis-specific representations quite
straightforward.

Figure . shows the Java code for a simple “cons cell” class. Each instance
of Cell contains an int field called car and a reference to another Cell called
cdr. �e car and cdr fields can be inspected by instance methods of the
same names, but the Cell class makes no provision for modifying either. �e
+ representations of the basic metadata for and structure of Cell class
are given in Figures . and .; these are fairly straightforward. Note that the
+ representation includes details that are implicit in the Java source,
such as the fact that Cell extends Object.

Figure . shows the bytecode translations of two methods: cons(int,
Cell) and length(). �ese bytecode listings are in the format produced by
the decompiler in the standard javap tool: each instruction is prefaced by its
offset in the method’s code array, and immediate operands that are encoded
into the instruction are made explicit. In Java, immediate operands typically
correspond to entries in a class’ constant pool, which contains numeric, string,
method signature, and class name constants. An example statement featuring
immediate operands is at offset 0 of cons(int, Cell), which creates a new
instance of the Cell class. �e class to instantiate is given by the entry of a
class constant in the constant pool for the Cell class; in this case, the constant
representing the Cell class is at position  in the pool.

Recall that bytecode is stack-based and no values are transmitted explic-
itly; rather, instructions take their operands from the stack. So, the ireturn





/** Represents a cons cell. */
public final class Cell {

private int car;
private Cell cdr;

public Cell(int car) { this.car = car; }

public int car() { return car; }

public Cell cdr() { return cdr; }

public static Cell cons(int car, Cell cdr) {
Cell hd = new Cell(car);
hd.cdr = cdr;
return hd;

}

public int length() {
return (cdr == null) ? 1 : 1 + cdr.length();

}

public void print() {
System.out.println(car);
if (cdr != null) cdr.print();

}

public static void main(String[] args) {
Cell ls = new Cell(5);
for(int i = 4; i > 0; i--) ls = Cell.cons(i, ls);
ls.print();

}
}

Figure .: Java listing for a simple cons-cell class





% class metadata
mainclass(class(0)).

class(class(0), ’Cell’).
publicClass(class(0)).
concreteClass(class(0)).

% class(4) is java.lang.Object (omitted here)
immedExtends(class(0), class(4)).

Figure .: + metadata for the Cell class

bytecode at offset 20 in length() will return whatever int is atop the stack
when it is executed. A brief examination of this method reveals that two state-
ments may execute before the ireturn: the goto at offset , in which case the
constant  is atop the stack (from offset ); or the iadd at offset , in which
case the sum of  (from offset ) and the result of invoking length() on this
cell’s cdr (from offsets , , and ) is atop the stack.

Intermediate representations aim to simplify low-level representations by
eliminating implementation details. In the case of bytecode, details like the
constant pool and the value stack may make a Java virtual machine simpler to
implement, but they make bytecode programs more cumbersome to analyze.
�e + representation makes explicit many details about bytecode and
about program structure and is intended to be, as much as is practical, locally
coherent, meaning that individual statements should make some sense to a
human reader even out of context.

�e + representation of a method body begins by indicating that
the method has been seen by the + front-end and giving a table of its
local variables, as in the cons(int, Cell) method (which corresponds to
method(11316)):

analyzed(method(11316)).

local(local(34473), method(11316), primtype(’int’)).
local(local(34474), method(11316), reftype(’Cell’)).
local(local(34475), method(11316), reftype(’Cell’)).

�e analyzed/1 clause indicates that the front-end has processed the
method numbered ; this is important because it allows user analyses to





% field declarations
field_decl(field(5221), ’car’, primtype(’int’), ’Cell.car’,

class(0), private, instance).
field_decl(field(5222), ’cdr’, reftype(’Cell’), ’Cell.cdr’,

class(0), private, instance).

% method declarations
method_decl(method(0), ’<Cell: main([Ljava/lang/String;)V>’,

class(0), subsig(2823), public, static, [’concrete’]).
param_type(method(0), 0, arraytype(reftype(’java.lang.String’), 1)).
return_type(method(0), type(void)).

method_decl(method(11313), ’<Cell: <init>(I)V>’, class(0),
subsig(220), public, instance, [’concrete’, ’ctor’]).

param_type(method(11313), 0, primtype(’int’)).

method_decl(method(11314), ’<Cell: car()I>’, class(0),
subsig(5171), public, instance, [’concrete’]).

return_type(method(11314), primtype(’int’)).

method_decl(method(11315), ’<Cell: cdr()LCell;>’, class(0),
subsig(5172), public, instance, [’concrete’]).

return_type(method(11315), reftype(’Cell’)).

method_decl(method(11316), ’<Cell: cons(ILCell;)LCell;>’,
class(0), subsig(5173), public, static, [’concrete’]).

param_type(method(11316), 0, primtype(’int’)).
param_type(method(11316), 1, reftype(’Cell’)).
return_type(method(11316), reftype(’Cell’)).

method_decl(method(11317), ’<Cell: length()I>’, class(0),
subsig(98), public, instance, [’concrete’]).

return_type(method(11317), primtype(’int’)).

method_decl(method(11318), ’<Cell: print()V>’, class(0),
subsig(5174), public, instance, [’concrete’]).

return_type(method(11318), type(void)).

Figure .: + structures representing field and method declarations for
Cell





public static Cell cons(int, Cell);
Code:
0: new #4; //class Cell
3: dup
4: iload_0
5: invokespecial #5; //Method "<init>":(I)V
8: astore_2
9: aload_2
10: aload_1
11: putfield #3; //Field cdr:LCell;
14: aload_2
15: areturn

public int length();
Code:
0: aload_0
1: getfield #3; //Field cdr:LCell;
4: ifnonnull 11
7: iconst_1
8: goto 20
11: iconst_1
12: aload_0
13: getfield #3; //Field cdr:LCell;
16: invokevirtual #6; //Method length:()I
19: iadd
20: ireturn

Figure .: Java bytecodes for cons(int, Cell) and length() methods





make conservative assumptions in the face of open programs; all methods that
may be transitively referenced by a program have corresponding entities in the
methods domain, but analyzed/1 will only hold for those whose bodies have
been processed by the front-end.

�e local/3 clauses essentially represent declarations of local variables:
these associate entites in the locals domain with the method that contains them
and their types. Locals may correspond to formals or explicit local variables in
the Java source, but they may also correspond to temporaries that only exist
as an artifact of compiling to bytecode. Since temporaries do not have names
and Java class files do not necessarily include the names even for declared local
variables, + does not include names for locals by default. (However, the
+ front-end features an option to associate local-domain entities with
variable names, if these are available as debugging information in the input
bytecodes.)

�e next part of a + representation of a method body is a set of
clauses that relate particular entities in the program counter domain (unit/1;
the unit parlance is borrowed from Jimple) to bytecode offsets into a method:
stmt_offset(unit(883), offset(method(11316), 0)).
stmt_offset(unit(884), offset(method(11316), 5)).
stmt_offset(unit(885), offset(method(11316), 11)).
stmt_offset(unit(886), offset(method(11316), 15)).

�is set of clauses shows that four statements in the + representation
of cons(int, Cell) correspond to bytecode statements and they correspond
most closely to the bytecode statements at offsets  (an object allocation),  (a
constructor invocation),  (a heap store), and  (returning a reference). By
making these offsets are available to analysis developers, + facilitates
communicating analysis results back to class files as bytecode annotations.

�e + representation of the method body is terser than the bytecode
representation because it does not need to encode expressions as statements.
However, the + representation of the method also includes statements
that are implicit in bytecode; specifically, statements corresponding to the
method preamble:
containsStmt(method(11316), unit(881)).
fallsThrough(unit(881)).
stmt(unit(881), identityStmt(local(local(34473), method(11316),

primtype(’int’)), parameterRef(method(11316), 0))).

containsStmt(method(11316), unit(882)).
fallsThrough(unit(882)).





stmt(unit(882), identityStmt(local(local(34474), method(11316),
reftype(’Cell’)), parameterRef(method(11316), 1))).

�e six clauses above represent two statements in the preamble of cons(int,
Cell). �e containsStmt/2 clauses relate program counters to the methods
that contain them. Since there is no branching in method preambles, each
of these methods “falls through” and transfers control to the next statement
(by convention, the next statement is the one with a program counter that is
the successor of the current statement). Both of these statements, at program
counters  and , are “identity statements.” An identity statement is a
special kind of assignment that sets up locals whose values come from outside
the method scope. In this case, locals  and  corresponds to the first
and second formals of the method.

We shall now examine the statements that correspond to the actual method
body, beginning with the allocation from the bytecode at offset :
containsStmt(method(11316), unit(883)).
fallsThrough(unit(883)).
stmt(unit(883),

assignStmt(local(local(34475), method(11316), reftype(’Cell’)),
newExpr(’Cell.java:13’, reftype(’Cell’)))).

�e preceding statement assigns the result of an object allocation to local
 (which corresponds to hd in the original Java source). �e newExpr/2
structure represents allocation and has two constituents: an atom that rep-
resents the allocation site if line number information is available (it is in this
example), and a structure representing the type of the allocated object. �e
new operator in the Java language combines object allocation, initialization,
and constructor invocation (Gosling et al. ). In contrast, +, like
Java bytecode, separates allocation and initialization from constructor invo-
cation. �e next statement in cons(int, Cell) models the invokespecial
bytecode that corresponds to constructor invocation:
containsStmt(method(11316), unit(884)).
unitMaySelect(unit(884), method(11313)).
unitActual(unit(884), this,

local(local(34475), method(11316), reftype(’Cell’))).
unitActual(unit(884), 0,

local(local(34473), method(11316), primtype(’int’))).
fallsThrough(unit(884)).
stmt(unit(884), invokeStmt(specialInvokeExpr(method(11313),

[local(local(34473), method(11316), primtype(’int’))]))).





�is sequence of clauses is rather more interesting than those for the simple
statements we have already examined. Note the unitMaySelect/2 relation,
which encodes a conservative approximation of the program’s call graph by
relating the program counters of invocation statements to the identifiers of
method bodies that their invocations may select. (Because constructors are
dispatched statically in Java, a constructor invocation statement will select
exactly one method body; invocation sites that use virtual dispatch may have
more than one associated may-select relation.) �e unitActual/3 indicates
actuals for a particular invocation site; in this case, local  is passed as the
this parameter (that is, the object being constructed), and local  is passed
as the first explicit actual.

Now consider the statement itself, as contained in the stmt/2 structure.
An “invocation statement” corresponds to an invocation with no return value
or whose return value is ignored. Since constructors do not return values,
all constructor invocations appear within invokeStmt/1 clauses. (Invocation
expressions with return values typically appear in assignment statements.)
Finally, note that the invocation expression includes the explicit actual pa-
rameters in a Prolog list. Although the actuals are already represented by
the unitActual/3 relations, this redundancy increases the local coherence of
assignment statement expressions.

�e next statement in the method body assigns a local reference to a Cell
to the Cell.cdr field of the newly-created object:

containsStmt(method(11316), unit(885)).
fallsThrough(unit(885)).
stmt(unit(885),
assignStmt(
instanceFieldRef(local(local(34475), method(11316), reftype(’Cell’)),

field(5222)),
local(local(34474), method(11316), reftype(’Cell’)))).

�e instance field reference contains a local variable (in this case, local
) and a field identifier. �e local variable corresponds to the base object
containing the field; the field identifier uniquely identifies a field by its type,
name, and declaring class (the latter two correspond to ν and κ from Defini-
tion .). We can identify field  by consulting Figure ., which shows
that  is ascribed to the cdr field declared in Cell. By the rules given in
., we see that an assignment like this one – with a field reference on the
left-hand-side and a local on the right-hand-side – corresponds to a heap store.

�e final statement in cons(int, Cell) returns a reference to the newly-





allocated cons cell object. Note that return statements do not fall through:
containsStmt(method(11316), unit(886)).
stmt(unit(886),

returnStmt(local(local(34475), method(11316), reftype(’Cell’)))).

.  +  

�e + analysis language consists of two parts: a statement processing

language and a rule definition language. �e statement processing language
describes statement processing routines, which convert from the + 
to an analysis-specific intermediate representation. Put another way, statement
processing routines are subprograms that decide what derived relations should
hold given the presence of certain program statements. �e rule definition
language facilitates descriptions of analysis rules in terms of these derived
relations; analysis rules in the rule definition language are translated into code
that will run on a particular query engine.

A + user will go through several steps when developing a new
analysis:

. Developing Prolog procedures to be used before the statement processing
routine (as an additional preprocessor on the program text), or during the
statement processing routine.

. Specifying statement processing rules, indicating that certain derived relations
should be added to the Prolog database if their free variables can be instantiated
in some condition. + will then automatically generate a statement
processing routine based on these rules.

. Specifying analysis rules. �ese rules define analysis result relations as func-
tions of derived relations. �e + code generator automatically translates
these into programs that run in the context of a particular query engine and
generate exhaustive solutions to analysis problems.

Because the + analysis language is based on logic programming, it
allows users to develop analyses in an essentially declarative style that is very
similar to the formal definitions of analysis algorithms used in the literature.
Unlike other tools for program analysis that support declarative abstractions,
+ also allows users to implement statement processing routines by
providing declarative specifications for the translation from the +  of





an input program to an analysis-specific intermediate representation. In fact,
the + statement processing language supports unrestricted Prolog in
user-defined helper rules; consequently, Prolog’s extralogical features, such as
the cut, assignment, and assertion and retraction of relations and rules, are
available to statement processing routines.

�e + system supports generating analysis code that will run on
multiple query engines with different capabilities and performance character-
istics. In so doing, it allows users to trade off flexibility and expressivity for
performance.

�e built-in query engine is based on tabled Prolog; the tabled execution
model allows for expressive analysis rules. In particular, tabled predicates may
contain function symbols and — more generally — arbitrary finite structures.
However, this flexibility comes at a price: if tabled search requires traversing
a graph with very large strongly-connected components, it will use a great
deal of memory, because subgoal solutions are stored at every node in the
search space. Furthermore, the time complexity of top-down resolution with
tabling depends on several implementation details and is hard to predict. As a
consequence, tabled resolution may not be able to generate solutions to certain
analyses queries on large inputs.

Different query engines based on different solvers can provide different
performance characteristics, at the cost of some expressive power. A Datalog-
based solver might exhibit much better memory performance than the tabled
Prolog solver, due to bottom-up resolution; furthermore, there exist efficient
methods for implementing Datalog queries, such as that presented by Liu
and Stoller (), that also provide time and space complexity guarantees.
However, a Datalog solver cannot handle the same kinds of relations and queries
that a tabled Prolog system can: Datalog clauses cannot contain function
symbols or lists. (Datalog also cannot treat Prolog’s extralogical features, but
+ only supports these in statement processing routines, so they are not
an issue for the query engine.) Liu et al. () and Liu () showed that it is
possible to incrementally compute recursive rules with function symbols in
rule heads; Liu and Stoller () argue that it is possible to use this approach
to transform some such programs to Datalog programs, but do not present an
implementation.





�e statement processing language

Once an analysis designer has decided how to map concrete program state-
ments to elements of abstract domains, it is necessary to develop a routine
to extract program statements of interest. �e +

statement processing

language automatically generates such a statement processing routine given
a set of rules describing when particular statements are interesting. �ese
rules may simply refer to +  statements: for example, asserting that
a relation holds between two local variables when an assignment between
them occurs in the program text. + statement processing rules may
also refer to types and methods: for example, we may only be interested in
variables of certain types, or statements that execute in particular methods. In
fact, + affords analysis designers the opportunity to develop arbitrarily
complex statement processing rules, since the statement processing routine
may use unrestricted Prolog code and has access to a full representation of
the program under analysis, including a class hierarchy and conservative call
graph approximation.

Statement processing rules take the form Head <-- Body. Head must be
a functor with at least one variable constituent; this variable must appear in
Body as well. Body may contain relations about statements (e.g., stmt/2) as
well as relations about the types of expressions within statements, relations
about the class hierarchy, relations about a conservative method call graph,
and user-defined relations. �e default + statement processing routine
will exhaustively identify where every Body relation holds, adding each unique
corresponding Head to the database exactly once. �e statement processing
rules are executed in order, so relations added to the database by the head
of some rule r are available to the body of every statement processing rule
executed after r. �e statement processing routine also keeps track of why
each derived relation holds. As a result, an analysis designer can use a simple
query to determine which source program statements and conditions led to a
particular relation.

�e case studies in sections . and . include representative examples of
the statement processing language.

�e rule definition language

As we have seen, +’s statement processing routine interprets the user’s
specifications. As it runs, the statement processing routine generates an





analysis-specific intermediate representation: it populates the database with
relations describing the state of the program as is relevant to the current analy-
sis. Statement processing rules act like filters over the program database. �e
statement processing routine finds all solutions to each, in order, but each rule
is only solved for once.

+ represents analysis rules in a similar way to preprocessor rules
(analysis rules use the <== operator instead of <--), but the meaning of analysis
rules is very different. �e + code generator produces executable code
for a particular query engine from analysis rules. �erefore, analysis rules
are like procedures that may call each other. (Statement processing rules, on
the other hand, may rely on the results of other Prolog procedures, +

internal rules, or relations generated by statement processing rules that have
already executed.)

Many specialized analyses and transformations depend on more general
analyses. For example, analyses to determine whether or not an object is
stack-allocable typically either incorporate or rely upon a points-to analysis.
Other examples include constant propagation, partial evaluation, and some
schemes for type inference – all of which depend on a reaching definitions
analysis. Because + analyses and programs are stored in the same
format, it is extremely straightforward to annotate programs with analysis
results and serialize analysis results for use in later sessions. A user might
develop an analysis, query for an exhaustive solution to the analysis rules, and
save the relations derived from the analysis results to the database for use by
the statement processing rules of more specialized analyses.

�e case studies in sections . and . include representative examples of
the rule definition language.

.  

�ere are many excellent declarative frameworks that are well-suited to solving
program analysis problems, but each presents different tradeoffs between
expressivity and performance. + is designed for flexibility and supports
interfacing with multiple, pluggable query engines. A +

query engine

consists of a solver, an interface to that solver, and Prolog procedures and
support code to translate from rules in the rule definition language. We have
implemented two query engines: one based on tabled Prolog, and one that
uses the  system (Whaley and Lam ) as an external solver.





�e tabled execution engine

Tabled evaluation provides several benefits. Many sorts of procedures enjoy im-
proved execution efficiency when evaluated with tabling. Furthermore, tabled
evaluation admits natural, declarative definitions of left-recursive procedures.
However, these benefits come at two costs: a memory cost and a development
cost.

In many cases, it is possible to address the memory cost. Tables for proce-
dures may take up a great deal of memory, and the balance between space and
execution time may not justify tabling certain predicates. As a result, +

allows users to designate certain analysis rules as untabled; the code generator
will simply generate standard Prolog rules for these.

�e development cost presents a rather trickier problem. Typically, it is
not possible to trace a tabled procedure, since it will be evaluated at most once
for a given tuple of arguments. For many applications, the tradeoff between
ease of debugging and execution time would be acceptable. However, we are
interested in enabling researchers to prototype new analyses rapidly. As part
of this process, a researcher may be interested in determining precisely why a
particular spurious analysis result holds.

�e code generator for the tabled query engine solves this problem by
generating two versions of rules: standard versions, which are tabled and ex-
ecute normally, and tracing versions, which are not tabled and can execute
in a metainterpreter that produces a rule trace. Given a standard rule R, we
generate the tracing version R 0 as follows:

. Give R 0 a new name that does not belong to any extant procedures; create a
relation in the database indicating that the name for R 0 is the tracing version
of the rule R.

. Make a copy of R’s body; this will become the body for R 0. Map every call to a
non-recursive procedure in this new body with a call to the tracing version of
that procedure. Note that we do not generate tracing versions of relations gen-
erated by the statement processing routine. �e code generator only replaces
calls to non-recursive procedures in order to ensure that the metainterpreter
will terminate when asked to explain any terminating relation.

Given these tracing versions, a user can drill-down to fully explain any
individual analysis result. As an example, consider a user who wishes to explain
why the relation v_pt holds with arguments 12 and 45. When the user asks





+ to explain why v_pt(12,45) holds, the metainterpreter will consult
the tracing versions of the various clauses for v_pt. Assume that, for this
example, the relevant clause of v_pt is recursive and depends on an assign/2
relation generated by the statement processing routine: namely,

v_pt(Ref,Obj) <== assign(Ref,Int), v_pt(Int,Obj).

�e generated tracing version of this clause would be very similar, except that it
would not be declared as a tabled procedure. If there were calls to non-recursive
analysis rules inside the body of this clause, then they would be replaced with
calls to tracing versions. However, the call to assign/2 would not change,
since assign/2 is a fact generated by the statement processing routine; the
recursive call to v_pt/2 would not change, since the code generator does not
replace calls to recursive rules. �erefore, the tracing version of this clause, in
standard Prolog syntax, would consist of:

dimpleTRACE_v_pt(Ref,Obj) :- assign(Ref,Int), v_pt(Int,Obj).

In this example, the metainterpreter might show that assign(Ref,Int) holds
with Ref = 12 and Int = 14; it will then consult the table for v_pt/2 and see
that v_pt(Int,Obj) holds with Int = 14 and Obj = 45. �erefore, the user
is able to see which rule led to the (perhaps spurious) result; if one wishes to
trace further, e.g., to determine why v_pt(14,45) holds, one may iteratively
query the metainterpreter for more details.

A -based query engine

In tabled execution, partial solutions are stored for every subgoal, which can
dramatically increase memory consumption when finding a solution to a large,
interdependent system of rules. Disabling tabling on these predicates is some-
times an unattractive option, since doing so changes the semantics of solution
search and may introduce non-termination. �erefore, some analysis problems
— especially those that involve exploring very large search spaces or those
with significant redundancies — may benefit from a more compact represen-
tation. We will begin with some background on such a representation, called
ordered binary decision diagrams, before discussing a + query engine
that exploits this representation by using an external solver.

Ordered binary decision diagrams,³ due to Bryant (), represent boolean
All of the binary decision diagrams we will discuss in this section are reduced ordered

binary decision diagrams; we will refer to them as s for simplicity.
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Figure .: Truth table for the ternary majority function
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Figure .: Decision tree for the ternary majority function

functions compactly as directed acyclic graphs. Figure . shows the truth
table for the ternary majority function, which has the value shared by at least
two of its arguments. Figure . shows a decision-tree representation of the
ternary majority function, in which variables are nodes, each of which has a
“false” child (denoted with a dashed line) and a “true” child (with a solid line).
It should be clear that either of these explicit representations requires on the
order of n space, where n is the number of variables in the function.

�e  representation exploits redundancies in the decision tree and
generates a more compact graph representation in which the following are
eliminated:

. redundant leaf nodes, for example, every “true” leaf is replaced by one canonical
“true” leaf, and likewise with “false;”

. redundant roots, that is, those who correspond to the same variable and whose
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Figure .: Reduced ordered binary decision diagram for the ternary majority
function

inputs and outputs are the same; and

. redundant tests, that is, those whose truth value does not alter the result of the
function.

For functions of few variables, it suffices to repeatedly remove these redun-
dancies until quiescence; this will result in a smaller representation, such as
that in Figure ., which represents the ternary majority function much more
compactly than the decision tree or truth table. For larger functions, such an
iterative approach is intractable and must be replaced with symbolic manipu-
lation.

We should note that the variable ordering chosen for a particular 
can dramatically impact the size of the fully reduced diagram; informally, the
ordering can expose or hide redundancies in the function’s result space. Bollig
and Wegener () showed that algorithmically choosing a “good or optimal”
variable ordering for a  is NP-complete; since so doing can have a profound
impact on the efficiency of Boolean manipulations, it is a nontrivial concern
for  users. Furthermore, since s are restricted to representing Boolean
functions, a suitable -based encoding of an analysis problem may not
be immediately apparent. Finally, s may not enable efficient symbolic
manipulation of certain Boolean functions; as an example, Bryant () shows
that operations on a  representing integer multiplication are exponential
in the best and worst cases. Nevertheless, the  representation has proven
greatly beneficial to many problem domains, including program analysis.⁴

Representative program analysis applications of s include those of Marriott and
Søndergaard (); Corbett (); Lagoon and Stuckey (); Berndl et al. (); Lhoták





�e  system (Whaley and Lam ) implements Datalog using
s. While Datalog is strictly less expressive than tabled Prolog, it is ex-
pressive enough for a wide range of analysis problems, as many groups have
demonstrated. (We cover representative applications in Section ..) We have
developed a + query engine that employs  as an external
solver; in cases where the + rules for an analysis can be represented as
a legal Datalog program, it translates the analysis and generates a set of rules
for  to solve.

 represents a relation with at most k elements as a k-ary Boolean
function. As a consequence, one must place all entities from input relations
(i.e. the analysis-specific ) into fixed-size domains; one must also accurately
estimate the upper bound on the size of the output relations. (If the size
estimated for output domains is too small, the queries will fail; if it is too large,
it may not be possible to issue complex queries.)  supports machine
learning-based heuristics for selecting variable orderings, which relieves the
user from the burden of choosing a good ordering, but may inhibit casual
experimentation with new analysis rules.  does, however, feature
support for debugging Datalog programs and inspecting analysis results.

.  : ’ 

Consider a family of fundamental program analyses: points-to analyses, which
provide answers to the question: “Which (abstract) memory locations might

this reference-valued variable refer to at runtime?” Andersen’s analysis ()
is a points-to analysis; it provides a reasonable tradeoff between precision
and worst-case execution time for many applications. Andersen’s analysis also
enjoys an intuitive, succinct specification in terms of constraints on a points-to
graph: one could easily describe it to an implementer by writing the most
important analysis rules on a cocktail napkin. However, producing a good
imperative program that implements Andersen’s analysis is a rather difficult
task – early implementations were quite slow and did not scale. �e first truly
scalable implementation of an Andersen-style analysis, due to Heintze and
Tardieu (), was reported seven years after Andersen’s dissertation was
published.

In this section, we present a + implementation of Andersen’s points-

and Hendren (); Whaley and Lam (); Lam et al. (); Naik et al. (); Naik and
Aiken ().





to analysis for Java.⁵ We have adapted the analysis rules from the 
implementation of a context-insensitive subset-based points-to analysis, due
to Whaley and Lam (). We developed the statement processing rules in
order to translate from +  statements to the analysis-specific used
by Whaley and Lam’s specification.

Andersen’s analysis is a flow- and context-insensitive, inclusion-based points-
to analysis. �is means that subprograms are treated as sets of statements
(rather than as graphs of statements); that analysis results for a particular
method are merged among all call sites of that method; and that a variable may
refer to a subset of the locations that another variable refers to.⁶

We defined statement processing rules to extract relevant relations from the
 database. (Only a subset of all the +  relations affect points-to in-
formation.) Figures . and . shows how we encoded these in preprocessing
the program text:

. Object allocation statements create a new abstract object, which we name by
the program counter of the allocation site. Object allocation statements imply
an immediate points-to (pt/2) relation between the local variable receiving
the object reference and the newly-allocated object.

. Assignment statements (including heap and array loads and stores) indicate
that the variable or location on the left-hand side of the assignment may refer to
a superset of the locations that the right-hand side of the assignment may refer
to. Standard assignments between locals imply an assign/2 relation; loads
and stores of instance fields imply load/3 and store/3 relations. (We treat
array accesses – not shown in the figure – as field accesses to a distinguished
field name and static fields as global variables.)

. Method invocations indicate that the local variables corresponding to formal
parameters (indicated by formal/3 relations) must refer to a superset of all ab-
stract objects referred to by variables passed as actual parameters (indicated by
actual/3 relations). (Recall that we use a precomputed conservative approx-

Andersen’s analysis was initially designed for C; several groups (Berndl et al. ; Sridha-
ran et al. ; Whaley and Lam ; Rountev et al. ) have refined it to take advantage of
Java’s type system and lack of unrestricted pointers; these various extensions are fundamentally
similar.

Readers who are interested in more information on categories of points-to analyses should
refer to Hind and Pioli () and Hind () for a thorough overview of the field.





/* newly-allocated objects */
pt(La,Id) <--

stmt(unit(Id), assignStmt(local(local(La),Ma,Ta)), newExpr(Loc,Type)).

/* assignments between locals */
assign(La,Lb) <--

stmt(_, assignStmt(local(local(La),Ma,Ta), local(local(Lb),Mb,Tb))),
reference_type(Ta).

/* static fields (i.e., globals) */
s_load(La,Field) <--

stmt(unit(Id), assignStmt(local(local(La),Ma,Ta),
staticFieldRef(Field))), reference_type(Ta).

s_store(Field, La) <--
stmt(unit(Id), assignStmt(staticFieldRef(Field),
local(local(La),Ma,Ta))), reference_type(Ta).

/* instance fields */

% La = Lb.F
load(La,F,Lb) <--

stmt(unit(Id), assignStmt(local(local(La),Ma,Ta),
instanceFieldRef(local(local(Lb),Mb,Tb), F))),

reference_type(Ta).

% La.F = Lb
store(La,F,Lb) <--

stmt(unit(Id), assignStmt(instanceFieldRef(local(local(La),Ma,Ta), F),
local(local(Lb),Mb,Tb))),

reference_type(Tb).

/* phi functions (SSA only) */

has_local(LHS, [value_unit(local(local(LHS),_,_),_)|Vunits]).
has_local(LHS, [_|Vunits]) :- has_local(LHS, Vunits).

info(X) <-- X = phi_assignments.

assign(La, Lb) <--
stmt(_, assignStmt(local(local(La),_,_),
phiExpr([H|T]))), has_local(Lb, [H|T]).

Figure .: Andersen’s analysis: select statement processing rules (rules treating
arrays and exceptions are omitted)





/* formal and actual parameters */
formal(La, Index, Method) <--

stmt(unit(Id), identityStmt(local(local(La),Ma,Ta),
parameterRef(Method, Index))),
reference_type(Ta).

formal(La, this, Method) <--
stmt(unit(Id), identityStmt(local(local(La),Ma,Ta),
thisRef(Method, Type))),
reference_type(Ta).

actual(La, Index, Method) <--
unitActual(Callsite, Index, local(local(La), Ma, Ta)),
unitMaySelect(Callsite, Method), reference_type(Ta).

/* return values */
ret_caller(La, Method) <--

stmt(unit(Id), assignStmt(local(local(La),Ma,Ta), X)), invocation(X,_),
unitMaySelect(Id, Method), reference_type(Ta).

ret_callee(La, Method) <-- stmt(unit(Id), returnStmt(local(local(La),Ma,Ta))),
reference_type(Ta), containsStmt(method(Method), unit(Id)).

Figure .: Andersen’s analysis: statement processing rules used by interpro-
cedural transfer functions

imation of the dynamic call graph; the unitMaySelect/2 relation indicates
that a particular program counter may invoke a particular method.)

Let us now consider the actual analysis rules. Andersen’s analysis is perhaps
simpler to understand if we consider it as a graph problem. An exhaustive
solution to the points-to question, as given by the set of all tuples under the
v_pt/2 relation, is simply the transitive closure of the assignment relation from
abstract heap objects Id to reference variables Ref. With this in mind, we can
consider the rules, as shown in Figure .:

. v_pt(Ref,Id) holds when Ref immediately points to Id.

. v_pt(Ref,Id) holds when Ref has received a reference from some other vari-
able RefI, and v_pt(RefI,Id) holds.





% case 1:
v_pt(Ref,Id) <== pt(Ref,Id).

% case 2:
v_pt(Ref,Id) <== assign(Ref, RefI), v_pt(RefI, Id).

% case 3:
v_pt(Ref, Id) <== s_load(Ref, F), s_store(F, RefI), v_pt(RefI, Id).

% case 4:
v_pt(Ref, Id) <== formal(Ref, I, M), actual(RefI, I, M), v_pt(RefI, Id).

% case 5:
h_pt(Obj1, F, Obj2) <==

store(Ref1, F, Ref2), v_pt(Ref1, Obj1), v_pt(Ref2, Obj2).

% case 6:
v_pt(Ref, Id) <==

load(Ref, F, Ref1), v_pt(Ref1, Id1), h_pt(Id1, F, Id).

% case 7:
v_pt(Ref, Id) <==

ret_caller(Ref, Method), ret_callee(RefI, Method), v_pt(RefI, Id).

Figure .: Andersen’s analysis: complete analysis rules

. v_pt(Ref,Id) holds when Ref may have been loaded from a static field F, F

may have had some reference RefI stored to it, and v_pt(RefI,Id) holds.

. v_pt(Ref,Id) holds when Ref is formal parameter I of some method M, RefI

is actual parameter I of a call site that may invoke M, and v_pt(RefI,Id)
holds.

. h_pt(Obj1,F,Obj2) holds when some field F of an abstract heap object Obj

may refer to the abstract heap object Obj.

. v_pt(Ref,Id) holds when Ref may have been loaded from a field that has had
Id stored to it.

. v_pt(Ref,Id) holds when Ref may receive its value from a method that re-
turns some RefI such that v_pt(RefI,Id) holds.





Benchmark Memory Run 

antlr  . .
bloat — — —
eclipse  . .
hsqldb  . .
jython  . .
luindex  . .
lusearch  . .
pmd  . .

Table .: Performance results for Andersen’s analysis with the tabled query
engine. (bloat did not complete.)

Table . shows the performance results for executing Andersen’s analysis
on our subset of the DaCapo benchmarks, using + and the tabled execu-
tion engine. “Memory” indicates the total memory requirements for finding an
exhaustive solution to the analysis problem. We report two timings: “run time”
indicates query processing time exclusive of time spent managing memory
(e.g. garbage collections and handling stack, heap, or trail space overflows),
while “ time” indicates total execution time including memory management
time. All timings include the time to load, parse, and index the analysis-specific
intermediate representation.

.  :  

In this section, we present a simple effects inference analysis to aid program
understanding. In so doing, we show an example of using + to extend an
existing analysis. We also demonstrate how the interactive nature of +

makes it easy to validate intuitions and apply these to improving an analysis.
Before we introduce our particular analysis, we shall discuss the problem in
more detail.

Standard type systems characterize the ranges of values that expressions
may produce and that variables may assume. Effect systems (Lucassen and
Gifford ) extend type systems to also characterize the computational effects
(e.g., reads or writes to shared state) of expressions, statements, and methods.
�us, a type system might tell us that method foo takes an int parameter





public class Point {
private float x, y;

public Point(float x, float y) {
this.x = x; this.y = y;

}

public void setX(float x) { this.x = x; }
public void setY(float y) { this.y = y; }

public float getX() { return this.x; }
public float getY() { return this.y; }

public void translate(float dx, float dy) {
this.x = this.x + dx;
this.y = this.y + dy;

}
}

Figure .: A simple Point class

and returns a reference to Object, but an effect system would also tell us
that method foo may write values in regions X and Y and read values from
regions X and Z. (A region is simply a subset of the heap.) Just as a type system
may use explicit type annotations (as in Java or C) or infer types for variables
and expressions (as in ML or Haskell), effect systems may either require user
annotations of effecting behavior or infer this information.

�ere are many applications of effects inference analysis. Several notable
examples include finding expression scheduling constraints (as in Lucassen
and Gifford); automatically providing annotations for a model checker or
specification language (Salcianu and Rinard); and, most commonly, improving
region-based memory management (Tofte and Talpin ), in which object
lifetimes are inferred at compile-time to enable a stack discipline for dynamic
allocations, so that an entire region of objects may be deallocated at once. We
present a more sophisticated effects inference analysis, designed to identify
externally- pure and read-only methods and quiescing fields, in Chapter . �e
analysis we present in this section is designed to aid program understanding
and debugging, so it does not calculate region lifetimes; rather, it answers
the question: given some method X, which abstract locations may X read or

write? We shall use the Point class declared in Figure . as an example as
we introduce our analysis. Before we do so, we shall review some relevant Java
features.





Side effects in Java

Java enforces a strict divide between heap data and stack data. In particular,
Java supports references instead of unrestricted pointers. References may only
refer to heap locations (objects or arrays); it is not possible to create a reference
to a stack value.

Parameters are passed by value in Java. �erefore, the only data that can be
shared between methods – the sort of data that we are interested in inferring
effects on – are heap objects. �e only way to access or modify heap data (thus,
shared state) is via an array element reference or an object field reference.

Because Java is a typed language, it is not possible to refer to an object of
type C via a reference of type D, where D is not a supertype of C. Doing so
will result in either a compile-time or run-time error. At the  (or bytecode)
level, all field accesses are to fully-qualified names, including a field name
and the name of its declaring class. �erefore, we can examine the  for
the Point.setX method and determine that it may only modify one abstract
location: the Point.x field of some object that is an instance of Point or
some subclass thereof. In the language of effect systems, we could say that
Point.setX writes into the region Point.x.

We could devise a very basic effects inference for Java by preprocessing a
program database to reject everything except heap reads and writes, method
invocations, and the conservative call graph. We would write our analysis
to indicate that a heap read had a  effect on the field it accessed, that a
heap write had a  effect on the field that it accessed, and that a method
invocation statement had the union of all effecting statements from every
method that might be dispatched from that call site. Such a basic analysis would
use Java’s type system to provide extremely coarse memory disambiguation. Its
results would be sound but perhaps not very useful – there would be no way
to distinguish between writes to some field C.F through references X and Y,
even if it were possible to statically guarantee that X and Y did not refer to the
same object.

A simple effects inference analysis

We can develop a more precise analysis by building on the points-to analysis
from Section .. Java’s type system provides an extremely coarse form of
memory disambiguation; we can use a points-to analysis to discriminate among
locations with finer granularity. We shall consider abstract objects to be regions.





public void foo() {
Point pt = new Point(0,0);
pt.translate(1,1);

}

Figure .: foo exposes a shortcoming of the simple analysis

�erefore, an inferred effect will consist of  or , an abstract object
(or the distinguished location global), and a field name. (We discuss but do
not show the + rules for the analysis we present in this section; many
are substantially similar to the rules for the improved analysis that we present
later in this section.)

�is simple effects inference analysis proceeds as follows: First, it prepro-
cesses the input database, extracting statements of interest. For the purposes of
this analysis, we are exclusively interested in method invocations and reads and
writes to heap locations. �e analysis rules define the reads/3 and writes/3
relations to describe side effects, as follows:

reads(PC, Loc, F) holds when: () the statement at program counter PC reads
from the instance field F from a reference R and v_pt(R,Loc) holds;⁷
or () Loc is the atom global, and the statement at program counter
PC reads the static field F ; or () the statement at program counter
PC may invoke a method that contains some statement PC

0 for which
reads(PC’, Loc, F) holds.

writes(PC, Loc, F) holds in analogous situations as does reads/3, except that
writes/3 holds when fields are written to instead of read from.

Andersen’s analysis is a better discriminator between memory locations
than is Java’s type system, but it is limited by its insensitivity to contexts. Recall
that Andersen’s analysis merges analysis results for every context in which a
method is invoked. (Here we construe “context” broadly to include call stack
strings and receiver objects.) Specifically, consider the foo method from Figure
..

A novice Java programmer would correctly note that the scope of foo’s
side effects are confined to the object constructed in its first line. However,

�e rules treating array references are similar to those treating instance fields; thus, we
have omitted them here as we did in Section ..





because the simple effects analysis is using Andersen’s analysis to disambiguate
between memory locations, it will not fare as well. Since foo only consists of
two method invocations (a constructor and translate), its  and 
sets are the unions of those sets for all of the methods it invokes. Because of
context-insensitivity, these sets may be very large. �e constructor has 
effects for the x and y fields of every object that may be referred to by this –
that is, every Point object that has been created with that constructor! �e
translate method likewise has  and  effects for the x and y fields
of every object that is pointed to by a reference that has had the translate
method invoked on it.

Parameterizing on receiver objects

It seems plausible that the  or  sets of most instance methods will
contain primarily fields of the receiver object (i.e., this). Were this the case,
we could parameterize our analysis so that when we encountered an effect
involving this, instead of keeping track of all possible objects that might be
referenced by this, the  and  sets would merely record an effect
to this. Given this sort of parameterized analysis, for example, the 
sets for Point.setX would include only the x field of this. When our analysis
encountered an invocation like pt.setX(y), it could then calculate which
objects pt might refer to, and generate  sets for the method invocation
by instantiating this in the  set for setX with each such object.

Of course, a plausible intuition doesn’t provide sufficient justification for
building and validating a new analysis, no matter how straightforward it is to
do so in a given framework. Fortunately, + makes it easy to collect em-
pirical evidence for our intuitions: we may simply query the program database
to see if certain conditions obtain.

In order to do so, we define an isthis/1 predicate that holds when a
variable is a this reference – that is, when it refers exclusively to the receiver
object of the current method. (�e +  generator attempts to minimize
the lifetimes of locals. �erefore, each method has one local variable that
corresponds to this and possibly several variables that alias that local.) �en,
we can use + to query the program text and determine whether our
intuition is correct; viz., most instance field accesses are to this instead of to
some other object.

For the benchmark programs we examined, this particular intuition hap-
pens to be correct. As a result, we know that it is probably worthwhile to





isthis(L) <-- formal(L,this,M).
isthis(L2) <--

formal(L,this,M),
assign(L2, L),
all(Source,assign(L2, Source),[L]).

receiver(Id, L) <--
unitActual(Id, this, local(local(L), _, _)).

/* globals */
read_global(Id, F) <--

stmt(unit(Id), assignStmt(local(_,_,_), staticFieldRef(F))).

/* instance fields */
read_effect(Id, this, F) <--

stmt(unit(Id), assignStmt(local(_,_,_),
instanceFieldRef(local(local(L),_,_), F))),
isthis(L).

read_effect(Id, L, F) <--
stmt(unit(Id), assignStmt(local(_,_,_),
instanceFieldRef(local(local(L),_,_), F))),
\+ isthis(L).

/* invocations */
callgraph_edge(Id, Callee) <-- unitMaySelect(unit(Id), method(Callee)).

/* methods containing effecting statements */
in_method(Id, Method) <-- containsStmt(method(Method), unit(Id)),

(read_effect(Id, Lr, Fr) ; write_effect(Id, Lw, Fw)).
in_method(Id, Method) <-- containsStmt(method(Method), unit(Id)),

(read_global(Id, Fr) ; write_global(Id, Fw)).

method_contains(Method, Id) <--
in_method(Id, Method).

Figure .: Select statement processing rules for parameterized effects infer-
ence ( effect rules are omitted)





reads(Id, global, F) <==
read_global(Id, F).

reads(Id, O, F) <==
read_effect(Id, L, F), v_pt(L, O).

reads(Id, this, F) <==
read_effect(Id, this, F).

method_reads(Method, Loc, F) <==
method_contains(Method, Id), reads(Id, Loc, F).

reads(Id, Loc, F) <==
callgraph_edge(Id, Callee),
method_reads(Callee, this, F),

receiver(Id, V),
v_pt(V, Loc).

reads(Id, Loc, F) <==
callgraph_edge(Id, Callee),
method_reads(Callee, Loc, F),

Loc \= this.

Figure .: Select analysis rules for parameterized effects inference (rules
treating  effects are omitted)

develop a new analysis that generates parameterized summaries of effects in-
formation for methods; our analysis can then instantiate these summaries at
call sites to indicate that effects to this may only impact objects referenced
by the receiver at the call site. Figure . contains the statement processing
rules for this improved analysis, and Figure . contains the analysis rules.
(We omit rules related to  effects in the analysis rules presented here, as
they are very similar to the rules for  effects.)

.  

Work related to the research we have reported here falls into two categories:
declarative representations of programs and program analysis specifications,
and techniques for efficiently solving declarative analysis queries. We discuss
notable results in each of these areas that are most relevant to our work. We





conclude by placing + in context in the field and recapitulating its
contributions.

Declarative and relational frameworks for analysis

Dawson et al. () argued that a general-purpose logic programming system
(the  Prolog system) could be used to evaluate declarative formulations
of program analysis problems. �eir work demonstrated that the evaluation
model of tabled Prolog is suitable for answering program analysis queries
efficiently and completely. However, their evaluation was restricted to analyses
of functional and logic programs consisting of tens to hundreds of lines of code
and therefore did not evaluate the scalability of their techniques.

Codish et al. () developed a system that used the tabled execution
capability of  for developing abstract interpretation-based analyses of logic
programs. Abstract interpreters can mirror the structure of concrete inter-
preters; therefore, their system enables extracting program analyses from fairly
straightforward Prolog metainterpreters. Due to their use of tabling, their
system is speed-competitive with specialized toolkits for analyzing logic pro-
grams.

Heintze () demonstrated that many program properties could be faith-
fully approximated by sets – and, thus, that many program analyses could be
formulated as a system of set constraints. Heintze and Jaffar () present
an overview of work in this area. Later in this section, we will describe some
notable tools based on this abstraction.

Reps () demonstrated that many interprocedural dataflow analyses
could be formulated as reachability problems on context-free languages. Since
there is a well-understood correspondence between context-free languages and
declarative programs that recognize them, this approach implies declarative
formulations of a large class of analysis problems. Reps et al. () later
generalized this approach to include analysis problems that could be specified
as reachability problems on weighted pushdown systems.

Several researchers have investigated the class of problems that are ex-
pressible as CFL-reachability problems. Notably, Melski and Reps () gave
a general algorithm for translating from any CFL-reachability problem to a
set-constraint satisfaction problem. Later, Kodumal and Aiken () provided
an algorithm for converting from Dyck CFLs, a subset of all context-free lan-
guages, to systems of set constraints; their algorithm is less general than the
Melski-Reps reduction, but produces more efficient implementations in the





special case of Dyck CFLs. Many static analysis problems can be expressed as
Dyck CFLs; a representative example is given by Sridharan et al. (), who
formulated demand-driven points-to analysis for Java with a Dyck CFL.

One disadvantage of many declarative frameworks for analysis — including
+ — is that they are designed for analyzing whole programs and are
less well suited, at least out of the box, for modularized analyses. Besson
et al. () apply Datalog to class analysis or reaching-types analysis; that
is, answering the question “what types of value may this expression evaluate
to?” �is analysis can be used for coarse memory disambiguation but also
enables many profitable optimizations, such as virtual method resolution at
monomorphic call sites (Sundaresan et al. ). �e major innovation in
Besson et al.’s work is that it supports developing modular analyses as open
Datalog programs.

Hanbing Liu and J Strother Moore encoded the semantics for the Java
Virtual Machine in the ACL theorem prover by developing an interpreter for
the JVM in pure Lisp. As a consequence of their work, it is possible to use
ACL to reason about Java programs. In a similar vein, Leroy () developed
a certified compiler for a C-like language in the Coq proof assistant. �ere
is, of course, a strong and obvious analogy between using a theorem prover
or proof assistant to reason about programs and using a logic programming
system to reason about programs.

Solving declarative analysis queries

Prior to his work on interprocedural dataflow analysis as graph reachability,
Reps () showed how to automatically derive demand-driven versions of
dataflow analysis algorithms – that is, analysis procedures that calculate exact
results for a particular subset of the program or for a particular program point.
His technique relied on the magic-sets transformation: applying this trans-
formation to a logic program implementing an exhaustive analysis algorithm
results in a demand-driven version of the algorithm.

Saha and Ramakrishnan () adapted techniques for incremental and
goal-driven evaluation of tabled Prolog in order to formulate incremental and
demand-driven versions of program analyses. �ey evaluated their work on a
version of Andersen’s analysis for C, treating programs consisting of tens of
thousands of preprocessed statements. As with the subset-based points-to
analysis we present in Section ., their analysis is flow-, field- and context-
insensitive. (It is difficult to derive a sound field-sensitive analysis for C, since C





admits many unsafe features. In contrast, the points-to analysis we presented is
flow- and context-insensitive, but field-sensitive.) �eir work focuses on apply-
ing techniques for improving the performance of logic programs to improving
the utility of logic programming as a tool for program analysis.

Several special-purpose systems have been developed to allow declarative
specifications of program analyses. �e BANE toolkit (Fähndrich and Aiken
) and its successor  (Kodumal and Aiken ) generate special-
ized solvers for program analyses specified as constraint-satisfaction problems.
An analysis designer would use these tools by developing a preprocessor to
extract relevant constraints from the program text and then declare the analy-
sis itself in terms of constraints on terms or sets.  enjoys a rich type
system and static checking of type-safety for analyses.  also achieves
high performance – a  implementation of Andersen’s analysis for C
analyzed hundreds of thousands of lines of preprocessed C code in seconds
and millions of lines of preprocessed C code in under a minute. Like the work
of Saha and Ramakrishnan,  also provides support for incremental
evaluation of analysis queries.

-based solvers and approaches provide an attractive solution for man-
aging scale in many kinds of program analyses. However, the performance
(and tractability) of -based analysis approaches depends on the size of the
 graph, which in turn depends on the variable ordering that the  user
has chosen. As we have discussed, choosing a good variable ordering for a 
is NP-complete; a bad variable ordering can, for some functions, mean the
difference between near-linear time and exponential time (Bryant ; see).

Lhoták and Hendren () developed Jedd, which extends the syntax and
semantics of Java with support for programming with relations. Jedd uses s
and propositional satisfiability to translate from a high-level relational program-
ming model to low-level  operations. It requires users to develop a 
variable ordering and provides support for profiling  size and performance
given a particular ordering.

�e  system (Whaley and Lam ; Lam et al. ) is a special-
ized implementation of Datalog based on binary decision diagrams (Bryant
); we reviewed the particulars of the  representation earlier in this
chapter. Whaley and Lam () demonstrate the performance of two -
 implementations of Andersen’s analysis; their context-insensitive analysis
is roughly comparable to other known techniques. Where the -based rep-
resentation excels, however, is in handling context-sensitive analyses – many
of which would produce results too large to represent explicitly in a Prolog





database.  requires the user to specify a variable ordering, but it
features a machine learning-based process for automatically identifying a good
ordering candidate from among several heuristically determined possibilities.


+

in context

�e work we discussed under the heading Declarative and relational frame-

works for analysis primarily treats declarative formalisms for programs and
program analysis problems. Obviously, the choice of a formalism for expressing
analyses is somewhat subjective. However, in our opinion, the relational model
of logic programming approaches (including +) is rather easier to use
than constraint- or set-based models.

In contrast, the work we mentioned relating to Solving declarative analysis

queries treats implementation techniques for efficient tools to handle evalu-
ating analysis problems expressed in terms of various formalisms. +

already benefits from advances in logic programming system implementation;
the efficient execution of a tabled Prolog system makes whole-program analyses
feasible. However, users who wish to exploit capabilities not directly available
in the underlying Prolog system could easily use + as a front-end for
a specialized solver, in a manner similar to the way we have implemented a
-based query engine for the + backend. Such an approach
would use the + , statement processing language, and analysis lan-
guage, but would override the + code generator by writing a Prolog
procedure that translates from user analysis rules to the format or formalism
expected by an external tool.

Perhaps the best characterization of our work is that + provides
an interface, framework, and language to facilitate using a logic programming
system for program analysis. �e related work under discussion either presents
formalisms for program analysis or advances the state of the art of logic pro-
gramming, perhaps with immediate application for program analysis problems.
Since we have developed an application that exploits many of the features
of an advanced logic programming system, contributions that improve logic
programming systems are complementary to ours.

�e + system enables analysis designers to rapidly prototype new
program analyses in an interactive fashion. Unlike every other system under
discussion, + enables analysis designers to use logic programming for
every phase of the analysis development process. + is also unique in
that the entire program text is available to the analysis designer for prototyping.





However, + enables users to discard irrelevant relations for efficient
execution of production analyses.

While the other analysis frameworks we have mentioned represent excel-
lent research contributions, no other system under discussion is as suitable for
prototyping and interactive, exploratory development as +. �e -
+ analysis developer need never leave the declarative world of Prolog and
the + , whether preprocessing input programs, defining statement
processing routines, or declaring and evaluating analysis rules. In contrast,
other systems like  and  require the user to develop a special-
ized preprocessor for source text that extracts relations of interest, to declare
a set of rules or constraints, and then to feed preprocessed program text and
the user-declared rules into a specialized solver. If there is an error in the
preprocessor or rules, the user must start over; in +, one may simply
assert or retract additional rules or relations as necessary. Other factors that
inhibit casual experimentation and rapid, interactive prototyping come from
implementation details:  analyses are C programs that link with a
specialized solver library.  specifications require a good  variable
ordering. Deciding on a good ordering is nontrivial and requires either a user
with a profound understanding of the  abstraction and the problem domain
or a user who is willing to wait for the  tool to automatically apply
time-consuming heuristics and learning techniques to find a good ordering.

In conclusion, + is a framework that facilitates rapid prototyping,
development, and implementation of program preprocessors and static analy-
ses. Because the analysis designer can defer decisions about which program
statements are relevant – or even which analysis rules are necessary – until
the analysis is actually producing results, + encourages experimenta-
tion and interactive development and provides for a spectrum of executable
analyses from flexible prototypes to efficient production implementations.
More generally, we have confirmed prior work that has asserted the suitabil-
ity of general-purpose logic programming systems for program analysis and
processing tasks.





      

�e concept “cause,” as it occurs in the works of most philosophers, is

one which is apparently not used in any advanced science. But the

concepts that are used have been developed from the primitive con-

cept (which is that prevalent among philosophers), and the primi-

tive concept, as I shall try to show, still has importance as the source

of approximate generalisations and pre-scientific inductions, and

as a concept which is valid when suitably limited.

— B R ()

Effect systems extend classical type systems with information about the
computational effects exhibited by expressions, statements, and methods. Just
as type signatures characterize the range of values an expression may assume,
effect signatures can provide concise, useful summaries of the potential effects
of a particular method invocation. Because of this capability, effect systems
currently enjoy widespread application in several problem domains, including
program analysis, semantics-preserving program transformation, software
understanding, verification, and compile-time memory management; our goal
in using effect signatures is to identify noninterfering computations on different
objects in order to exploit implicit .

In this chapter, we present two innovations that can increase the expressivity
and precision of effect signatures. Initialization effects are writes that occur to
the state of an object while it is being constructed but before it is available to the
rest of the program; quiescing fields are instance variables of an object whose
values remain constant after the dynamic lifetime of the object’s constructor.
We present these in the context of a fairly simple effects system for Java, but
these novel features are based on concepts orthogonal to the underlying effects
system and could be adapted to more expressive systems.

In Chapter , we introduced notions of function purity that exploits one
engineering property of object-oriented programs: namely, that mutable state
is typically accessed through the interface of the object that contains it. We
refer to instance methods that are pure with respect to all mutable state outside
of their receiver object as externally pure; we refer to methods that may read
(but not write) external mutable state as externally read-only. In this chapter,
we present analyses to infer such methods automatically.







Perhaps most surprisingly, we show that realistic Java programs exhibit a
substantial degree of mostly-functional behavior. “Mostly-functional,” due to
Knight (), describes a programming discipline in which the presence and
extent of computational effects are limited as much as possible. In the context
of Java, this includes both accesses to quiescing fields — which are read-only
after the object is available to the rest of the program — and the prevalence of
externally-pure and externally read-only methods, whose updates to mutable
state are only visible via an object’s interface.

. -    

Knight () coins the term “mostly-functional” to describe a programming
style in which unnecessary side effects are limited as much as possible. Knight
also notes that programming languages like Multilisp (Halstead ) exploit
a similar style: namely, annotating an expression with future indicates either
that it is side-effect free or that its side effects will not interfere with other
parts of the program. �e idea behind , which we introduced in Chapter
, is that many nontrivial Java programs are written in a similar kind of style:
namely, that most of the side effects exhibited by a method will be benign,
unobservable, or confined to the receiver object of that method.

Although he is describing a language based on Scheme that does not ex-
plicitly support objects and classes as language-level abstractions, Halstead
() describes a programming style that is very similar to that encouraged
by contemporary object-oriented languages:

[W]here side effects are used, as in maintaining a changing database,
they can be encapsulated within a data abstraction that synchro-
nizes concurrent operations on the data. �e data abstraction can
ensure that the data are only accessed according to the proper
protocol.
Multilisp thus supports a programming style in which most code
is written without side effects, and data abstractions are used to
encapsulate data on which side effects may be performed [....] �e
programmer’s aim in using this style should be to produce a pro-
gram whose side effects are compartmentalized carefully enough
that any module may safely be invoked in parallel with any other. If
this style is followed, the difficulties caused by the presence of side





effects will be isolated to small regions of the program and should
therefore be reduced to manageable proportions.

Our intuition about object-oriented programs is that, as in mostly-functional
programs, effects are often “compartmentalized.” Unlike the effects exhibited
by programs in mostly-functional languages, the effects exhibited by object-
oriented programs are encapsulated within method, instance, or class bound-
aries rather than within module boundaries. Effects on ephemeral state, such
as increments to a loop induction variable, are by definition invisible to other
method activations. Effects on durable state, such as accesses to instance or
static fields, often occur in a controlled way: some client of a particular object
interacts with it through a well-defined interface.

In the remainder of this chapter, we will present analyses that can con-
firm this intuition about effecting behaviors in object-oriented programs. We
will also refine the effects system for object-oriented programs that we ini-
tially sketched in Section .; our goal will be to more precisely capture useful
assertions about the effecting behavior of object-oriented programs by sum-
marizing methods more accurately and masking effects that we can guarantee
to be unobservable except from code executing in the methods on a particular
object.

.   :   

Recall that an object-oriented effects system is like a classical type-and-effect
system in that it tracks not only the what — that is, the shapes and uses of
values — but also the how — that is, the effects on durable state exhibited by a
particular computation.¹ An object-oriented effects system is different from a
classical type-and-effect system, though, in that it treats changes to the state
of some particular object specially; it is able to distinguish between a method
that may write an int to the f field of its receiver object and a method that may
write an int to the f field of some other object. When applied to a typed, safe
language like Java — in which a given memory location may only be described
by one kind of field reference — an object-oriented effects system should also
be able to identify that accesses to the f and g fields of arbitrary objects are
disjoint.

Given a program with sound effects annotations (whether these are au-
tomatically derived or placed manually by the programmer), we can derive

We initially defined these concepts at the end of Section ., on pages –.





scheduling constraints for parallel executions that will guarantee  (cf. Def-
inition . on page ) under the  model, since methods with disjoint
effects will commute. In this section, we will provide some background on
object-oriented effects systems before introducing a simple system, which we
shall successively refine by developing new features to improve its precision.

�e Greenhouse-Boyland system

Greenhouse and Boyland () developed an effects system for object-oriented
languages like Java. �eir effects system describes  and  effects that
may occur in a hierarchy of regions:

. �e global region All contains all mutable state for an entire program,

. All contains static regions that model the state of static fields and instance

regions that contain part or all of the state of individual objects (an object may
have several instance regions), and

. individual instance regions contain regions corresponding to the state of indi-
vidual instance fields.

�e state of an object may contain the entire state of another object as part
of its internal representation. For example, a dictionary object may contain
a search tree object that is only accessible from the instance methods of the
dictionary object. To address this possibility, Greenhouse and Boyland also
provide an unshared annotation on reference-valued fields. �is annotation
indicates that any object referred to by an unshared field may only be referred
to by that field and thus may be considered logically part of the state of its
containing object.

Greenhouse and Boyland present an intraprocedural algorithm to check
user-provided effects signatures of methods and to check user-provided un-

shared annotations on object fields, but they do not present an algorithm
for reconstructing effect, region, and sharing information for unannotated
programs.

.   -  

We now introduce a lightweight, straightforward object-oriented effects system.
�e basic ideas of our system are similar to that of Greenhouse and Boyland.





�ere are, however, nominal differences, semantic differences, and technical
differences. �e nominal differences are, by definition, straightforward: we call
the global region ρω, for example. �e semantic differences are rather more
interesting: notably, we do not support multiple instance regions per object,
and we do not distinguish between instance regions and static regions. Instead,
effects on static fields are merely effects on static field references in ρω.

�e technical differences between our approach and that of Greenhouse and
Boyland are most prominent; some of these have to do with our implementation
and the fact that we are inferring rather than checking effects:

. Since our source language is Java bytecodes rather than Java source, and since
our target language is not a dialect of Java with explicit support for effects,
we provide an inference algorithm rather than a checker for user-supplied
annotations.

. As above, we support only one region for the nominal state of each object.
However, we also support a hierarchy of regions based on an inclusion relation:
field references are contained within abstract regions, which correspond to sets
of abstract objects (taken from a may-alias analysis), or to the whole program.

Other technical details of our system represent novel contributions:

. We introduce and infer a new kind of effect, initializations, which are writes
to the state of an object while it is being constructed.

. We automatically identify quiescing fields. A quiescing field is one whose value
does not change after the object containing it has been constructed; 
effects on such fields can be safely masked when identifying interfering effects,
since they represent accesses to run-time constants.

. We automatically identify the degree of purity of a method. As we introduced
in Definitions . and ., methods may be “pure” (for a given definition of
pure) or “read-only” both in an absolute sense and with respect to all of the
state external to an object.

We present these developments in the context of a straightforward effects
system, although they are orthogonal to the particular effects system in use
and could benefit a more expressive system. We do this not only because it
allows a more straightforward presentation, but also because it emphasizes
that our novel features can dramatically increase the precision and expressivity
of even a lightweight, simple effects system.





Relation Description

formal(l, i,m) Holds when l is the formal parameter at position i (ei-
ther this or a natural number) in methodm.

actual(s, l, i) Holds when s invokes some method with l as the actual
parameter at position i.

assign(ll, lr) Holds when the assignment ll = lr occurs in the pro-
gram.

load(s, l, lh, κ.ν) Holds s reads the value of the κ.ν instance field from
the object referred to by lh and copies it to l.

load(s, l, lh, []) Holds when s loads l from an array referenced by lh.
load(s, l, lω, κ.ν) Holds when s loads from the static field κ.ν into l.
store(s, lh, κ.ν, l) Holds when a heap store statement s replaces the value

of the κ.ν field in the object referred to by lh with the
value of l.

store(s, lh, [], l) Holds when s stores l into an array referenced by lh.
store(s, lω, κ.ν, l) Holds when s stores the value of l into the static field

κ.ν.
s 2 m Holds when statement s is part of method bodym.
s! m Holds when statement s contains a method invocation

that may selectm, viz., there is a call-graph edge from
s tom.

` l : τ Holds when local l has type τ. (Since locals have unique
names, we need not consider typing environments.)

pt(l, ρ) Holds when ρ overapproximates the points-to set of l.

Table .: Analysis-specific  relations for a simple object-oriented effects
system





We begin by defining an analysis-specific intermediate representation,
which identifies heap loads and stores that execute in a particular method. In
the presentation that follows, we assume the existence of the analysis-specific
 relations from Table ., which includes conservative approximations of the
call graph (s ! m) and the may-alias relation (pt); note that these are very
similar to the analysis-specific  presented in Section . except that we do
not ignore operations on scalar values. Following Greenhouse and Boyland,
we treat array loads and stores as accesses to a special field called []. We treat
static field loads and stores as accesses to instance fields of a distinguished local
lω; since we record the declaring class and field name of all field accesses, we
lose no precision by doing so. With the program distilled into this , we can
begin developing a family of related effects inference algorithms of increasing
sophistication.

�e effects annotation on some statement, which we denote as ϕ(s), con-
sists of , , and (in our more sophisticated system)  sets of
abstract locations. Abstract locations denote sets of concrete locations in
which an effect may occur and consist of a pair hρ, κ.νi, where ρ is an abstract
region in which an effect may occur and κ.ν describes a field reference qualified
by the declaring class of the field.

Abstract regions consist of (possibly-empty) sets of abstract object iden-
tifiers (we leave the representation of these defined by a particular may-alias
relation pt), the distinguished abstract region >, which includes all possible
abstract object identifiers, or special region variables ρthis or ρ���n denoting
the regions reachable from formal parameters this or  � � �n; these variables
are used to expand method summaries at call sites. We summarize the effects
of methods on objects referred to by their parameters but lose precision for
objects reachable from the fields of method parameters.

Effect annotations, as tuples of sets, form a lattice; since we are concerned
with unifying effect locations, we only detail the join operation here. �e join
of two effect annotations consists of the  set of abstract locations formed
by unifying the  sets from each annotation, the  set formed by
unifying the  sets from each annotation, and the  set formed by
unifying the  sets from each annotation. Unifying two sets of abstract
locations A and A, as in a , , or  set, proceeds as follows:

Divide each set Ai into the two disjoint sets Vi and Ci so that Vi is the set
of all abstract locations from Ai whose regions are region variables, so that Ci
is the set of all abstract locations from Ai whose regions are sets of abstract
object identifiers or >, and so that Vi [ Ci = Ai. V t V is defined simply as





the union of the two sets. C t C consists of the union of the following:

. �e set of locations whose field identifiers appear in either C or C, but not
both:

{hρ, κ.νi : (hρ, κ.νi 2 C ∧ ¬9hρ 0, κ.νi 2 C)∨

(hρ, κ.νi 2 C ∧ ¬9hρ 0, κ.νi 2 C)}

. �e set of locations formed by unifying the regions of each abstract location
whose field identifier appears in C and C:

{hρ [ ρ 0, κ.νi : hρ, κ.νi 2 C ∧ hρ 0, κ.νi 2 C}

We can then define A tA as V [ V [ (C t C).

A simple, sound effects inference algorithm

Inferring sound but imprecise effects annotations for Java bytecodes is fairly
straightforward. We know that heap reads and writes occur in a method if
the load or store relations occur in its body or in the effects annotation of
any method that it may transitively invoke. We also know what sort of data
are being read or modified by field reads and writes, since Java putfield
and getfield instructions (and their putstatic and getstatic analogues)
include a field reference. A bytecode field reference is like an abstract field
reference (Definition .), but without any region information; it contains a
declaring class name κ and a field name ν.

Abstract field references disambiguate the meaning of a field name by
translating from a simple name (as would appear in Java source code, like f) to
a name that is qualified with the name of the field’s declaring class (like Foo.f).
In so doing, however, abstract field references also impose constraints on the
potential types of the base object. Because Java is a typed language, it is not
possible to refer to an object of class c via a reference of type d, where d is not
a supertype of c. (Doing so will result in either a compile-time or run-time
error, depending on the particular circumstances of the cast.) �erefore, if a
heap load accesses some field κ.ν from some object referred to by l, we can
deduce that l refers to an object that is a subtype of κ.

Because Java’s type system allows that a particular memory location may
only be described by one field name, we can infer that a statement that exhibits
an effect on some field κ.ν must not interfere with a statement that exhibits
an effect on field κ.ν if ν and ν are distinct names or if κ and κ are distinct





-
formal(l, i,m)

rpt(l, ρi)

-

rpt(lω, ρω)

-
l 6= lω ¬formal(l, i,m)

pt(l, ρ)
rpt(l, ρ)

-
load(s, l, lh, κ.ν) rpt(lh, ρ)
ϕ(s) w  : {hρ, κ.νi}

-
store(s, l, lh, κ.ν) rpt(lh, ρ)
ϕ(s) w  : {hρ, κ.νi}

-
s, � � � , sn 2 m

ϕ(m) w ϕ(s) t � � � tϕ(sn)

-
s! m 0

ϕ(s) w pmap(s,ϕ(m 0))

Figure .: Rules for reconstructing effects annotations in the straightforward
effects system

classes. �is alone provides a useful measure of memory disambiguation for
field reads and writes.

We assume an input program with no effects annotations and present rules
for reconstructing sound effects annotations in Figure .. We denote an effects
annotation on a particular statement as ϕ(s); our inference rules identify the
constraints on ϕ(s) induced by each statement type. Each effect is a -tuple
consisting of a kind (either  or , in this system) and an abstract field
reference.

Heap loads and stores exhibit  and  effects. We identify regions
in which these effects may occur by the rpt relation. rpt relates a local variable
to its associated region: a region variable for formal parameters, the global
region > for globals, and the set of abstract objects aliased by the local in other
cases.

�e rules - and -, which establish lower bounds
on the effect annotations for load and store statements, are straightforward.
 gives the annotation summary for a method body; it is this summary
that is instantiated at call sites. Statements containing method invocations
must have an effects signature that is greater than the union of the effects of all
statements in any method that might be selected by a given call site, as given
by - and -.





�e function pmap transforms effects annotations by substituting regions
(or region variables) for region variables in a method summary at the point
of a call to that method. pmap replaces every region variable with the region
variable or explicit region associated with the local of the corresponding actual
parameter, as given by the rpt relation.

.    

Type-and-effect systems identify  and  effects that code may exhibit
upon shared state. (Some, but not all, type-and-effect systems also identify
additional effects, such as allocation, exception raising, or taking references.)
If the goal of effect systems is to identify potentially interfering computational
effects, this taxonomy is rather impoverished, because it does not distinguish
initializations, which are a special kind of  that will not interfere with
any other effects.

Background and definitions

We will introduce the notion of initializations with a simple example, but first
we provide some background on some properties of Java programs and objects.

Java objects are created via the new operator, which performs three tasks
before returning a reference to the newly-allocated object: memory allocation,
zero-filling object fields, and constructor method invocation. Constructors may
invoke other constructors declared in the same class (via the this() syntax)
or in superclasses (implicitly or explicitly via the super() syntax), but there is
no way to invoke a constructor on an object after the dynamic lifetime of its
constructor invocation completes. �ere is also no way to create and use an
object without invoking its constructor. (�is is the case in Java source because
new, which is the only way to create an object, includes both object allocation
and constructor invocation. �ese tasks correspond to distinct Java bytecode
instructions – new and invokespecial – but the Java Virtual Machine will
signal an error if code attempts to access an object that has been allocated but
not constructed.) As a consequence, each object will be constructed exactly
once before it is accessible to the code that created it.

Consider the String class in the Java standard library. String is an im-

mutable class; once an instance of String has been created, its contents cannot
be modified. A constructor for the String class, in setting up the state of an
individual instance, will exhibit  effects on that object’s fields. However,





these  effects will never interfere with other effects, since the only 
effects on a String will occur during its constructor and the code that creates
a String will not be able to read its state until after the constructor completes.

Immutable classes present an extreme example, but  effects on an
object — even a mutable one — by its constructor will not interfere with other
effects on that object that occur after the constructor completes. Classical
type-and-effect systems do not discriminate between writes that occur to an
object during its constructor and writes that occur after an object creation has
completed. Such a system may spuriously identify  effects occurring on
an object during its creation as interfering with  effects occurring on
that object (or on other objects) that have already been created.

We will present a way to discriminate between  effects to objects that
have been created and initializations, which are writes that occur to an object
while it is being constructed. However, we will first introduce the notion of an
initializer method and present an algorithm for identifying which methods are
initializers for given objects.

Initializer methods

Informally, an initializer method (or simply an initializer) on some object o is a
method that executes on o during the dynamic lifetime of its constructor. Since
we would like to use the notion of initializer methods to identify  effects
that are guaranteed to occur on an object while it is being constructed, we are
not interested in any method that merely may initialize part of an object’s state;
rather, we are interested in methods that may only execute on an object during
the dynamic lifetime of its constructor.

If we can assume a closed world, we can identify such methods with a
simple extension to a conservative static approximation of the program’s call
graph. �is extension annotates call-graph edges with information about a
method’s receiver; we thus term it a receiver-sensitive call graph.

Definition . A receiver-sensitive call graph () is a setM of nodes cor-
responding to method bodies, a distinguished start node mmain 2 M, and a
set C of labeled call-site edges. An edge is of the formm!ρ m

0, indicating
that m contains a call site that may invoke m 0 with a receiver of ρ, which is
either this, indicating thatm 0 is always invoked on the same object asm, or >,
indicating thatm 0 may be invoked on some other method or is not an instance
method.





We can now define the notion of initializer methods more formally:

Definition . An initializer is a method that may only execute on an object
during the dynamic lifetime of its constructor. m is an initializer if and only if
every path from the root of the  tom goes through a constructor cmi , and
every path from any cmi tom consists strictly of this-labeled edges.

We can define a conservative overapproximation of the initializer methods
in a program inductively as follows:

. m is an initializer on o ifm is a constructor that may be executed on o
(that is, a constructor declared in the class of o or in one of its super-
classes).

. m is an initializer on o if every edge tom in the  is this-labeled and
originates from an initializer on o.

In the remainder of this discussion we will assume a closed world. We
note, however, that this technique is still applicable in an open-world situation
— that is, in which the entire program and libraries are not available to be
analyzed. It is still possible to identify initializers in an open world as long
as the  is constructed in such a way as to include conservative, sound
assumptions about open parts of the program. For example, private methods
could still soundly be identified as initializers even in an open world, since they
can only be invoked from within their declaring class.

Initialization effects

An initialization effect is a write to an object’s state that occurs during the
dynamic lifetime of its constructor. Since we have already defined an initializer
on some object o as a method that is only transitively invoked through zero
or more this-edges in the  from a constructor on o, we can identify ini-
tialization effects rather straightforwardly: An initialization effect is a 
effect that occurs from within an initializer and on some field of its receiver.
We denote sets of initialization effects as an  set in an effects annotation
and present updated inference rules for initializer methods and for  and
 effects in Figure .. (�e  rule from Figure . supercedes that
from Figure ..)

If we can assume that an object will not be used until the after the dynamic
lifetime of its constructor, then we can guarantee that  effects on some





-
m is a constructor

imeth(m)

-
(8m 0, ρ)m 0 !ρ m |= imeth(m 0) ∧ ρ = ρthis

imeth(m)


store(s, lh, κ.ν, l) rpt(lh, ρ)

s 2 m ¬(ρ = ρthis ∧ imeth(m)))

ϕ(s) w  : {hρ, κ.νi}


store(s, lh, κ.ν, l) s 2 m
imeth(m) rpt(lh, ρthis)

ϕ(s) w  : {hρthis, κ.νi}

Figure .: Inference rules for initialization methods and initializer effects

object o will not interfere with other read or write effects on objects that are
not statically distinguishable from o. �is assumption — that uses of o by
code outside of its constructor will come strictly after the dynamic lifetime of
its constructor — is sound if no references to omay leak to code that might
execute before the constructor for o has completed execution. We will make
the (unsound) assumption that any such leak will not result in an object being
used before the dynamic lifetime of its constructor completes. However, a
variety of techniques are applicable to treating such leaks soundly; we sketch
one such technique here.

A label-flow analysis could be used to indicate those constructors that might
leak a reference to the constructed object.² Alternatively, a more expressive
effects system that tracks reference accesses could be employed to find such
leaky constructors; one such system is presented by Cherem and Rugina ().
�e classes containing such constructors could then be considered to not have
initializers; as a consequence,  effects occurring during the dynamic
lifetime of a constructor on an object of such a class would be conservatively
regarded as potentially interfering with write effects that occur strictly after
the completion of an object’s constructor.

Initialization effects are a useful addition to the expressivity of object-
oriented effects systems. Since the initializations of a field during an object’s
creation will not interfere with any reads conducted after the dynamic lifetime

Such analyses can be efficient enough for production use: Pratikakis, Foster, and Hicks
() present a framework for solving label-flow analysis problems via -reachability; while
the worst-case complexity of -reachability was long understood to be cubic, Chaudhuri
() demonstrated that the problem has a subcubic worst-case bound.





of the object’s constructor, initialization effects allow effect systems to statically
identify a greater range of effects as noninterfering. As we shall see, infer-
ring initialization effects also enables additional analyses, such as identifying
quiescing fields.

.   

Some storage is mutable for its entire lifetime, but the lifetimes of many lo-
cations can be divided into two phases: an initialization phase, in which the
contents of a location are mutable, and a read-only phase, in which the contents
of a location will not change. We call such fields quiescing fields when the phase
transition happens at a statically identifiable and semantically useful place. In
this section, we introduce the concept of quiescing fields, explain how we can
identify them, and describe why they are useful; compare quiescing fields to
Java’s final fields; and identify the static and dynamic prevalence of quiescing
fields in the Java programs from the DaCapo benchmark suite.

Quiescing fields, defined and identified

We define a quiescing field as an instance field (i.e. an object member) that is
mutable while its containing object is constructed but is immutable for the
entire period of program execution strictly after the dynamic lifetime of its
containing object’s constructor. As a consequence, a quiescing field will have
the same value for the entire period that the object containing the field is
accessible to the code that created it (and to the rest of the program, modulo
the no-leaks assumption of the previous section).

Because a quiescing field is guaranteed not to change after the object that
contains it is fully constructed, quiescing fields represent a useful kind of
run-time constant. If quiescing fields are prevalent in a program, identifying
them can greatly simplify analyses and transformations that require accurate
interprocedural data dependence information.

Given sound effects annotations including initialization effects, it is quite
straightforward to identify quiescing fields: κ.ν is quiescing if and only if no
effect annotation in the whole program contains an abstract location implicat-
ing κ.ν (e.g. hρ, κ.νi) in its  set. (If κ.ν is not implicated in the  or
 sets of any effects annotation, then it is never written after allocation
and is trivially a quiescing field.)

Because we need only examine every effect in the whole program once in





order to determine which fields are implicated in  effects — and we need
not even unify method summaries at call sites in order to do so — quiescing
field inference scales linearly with the number of statements in the program.

Quiescing fields compared to final fields

�e Java language (Gosling et al. ) provides the final keyword and the
semantic guarantee that instance variables declared as final will be assigned
to exactly once for any given containing object. �e final annotation provides
useful documentation to human readers of a program and a useful constraint
for use by compilers and analyses.

However, because the guarantee of finality is enforced by a rather coarse
flow analysis (identifying “definite assignment,” that is, that each final field is on
the left-hand side of exactly one assignment along every possible path through
each constructor of the object containing it), final is of limited applicability.
To give one example, since all assignments to final fields must occur in the
body of a constructor, it is impossible to share initialization code common to
several constructors in a private instance method.

While it is often possible to restructure the code in a class so that a quiescing
field meets the criteria for final, such a rewrite may be inconvenient. Further-
more, rewriting code so that a quiescing field is final may well obscure the
clear meaning of the program for a human reader. Since many programmers
will not immediately realize the benefits of having as many fields as possible
declared final, manual code transformations to expose more fields as final
are likely to be regarded as insufficiently profitable.

On the contrary, quiescing fields may be written arbitrarily many times
during the dynamic lifetime of an object’s constructor, not strictly in the static
body of the constructor and exactly once along each path of each constructor.
Quiescing fields may be read and written freely during the dynamic lifetime of
their containing object’s constructor, so long as they are not written to after
their containing object is fully constructed. Finally, no programmer annotations
are necessary to identify quiescing fields, since we present a straightforward
and efficient technique for automatically inferring quiescing fields.

Static and dynamic prevalence of quiescing fields

We evaluated our definition of quiescing fields on seven of the programs from
the DaCapo benchmark suite (Blackburn et al. ).
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antlr . . . . .
bloat . . . . .
eclipse . . . . .
hsqldb . . . . .
jython . . . . .
luindex . . . . .
pmd . . . . .

Figure .: Static and dynamic prevalence of final and quiescing fields in select
DaCapo benchmarks. Time represents analysis time in seconds; static numbers
show the percentage of fields implicated in at least one static effect that are
final (FF) and quiescing (QF); dynamic numbers indicate the percentage of
dynamic reads in a benchmark execution that are of final (FF) and quiescing
(QF) fields.

We identified the static prevalence of final and quiescing fields by deter-
mining what percentage of all fields implicated in any effect were declared
final and what percentage were inferred to be quiescing. (Since final fields
are, by definition, quiescing, counts of quiescing fields include counts of final
fields.) We also instrumented the Jikes RVM in order to get a trace of all in-
stance field reads from a benchmark execution. From this trace, we derived the
percentages of dynamic instance field reads that access final and quiescing
fields; again, the count of quiescing field reads includes final field reads.

Figure . gives our complete results; in summary, we found that between
. and . of fields implicated in any static effects annotation were
declared final; between  and  of fields implicated in any static effects
annotation were identifiable as quiescing. Between . and . of dynamic
reads were from final fields, and between . and . of fields were
from quiescing fields. �e authors of the bloat, eclipse, and luindex benchmarks
seem to have declared a high percentage of frequently-read quiescing fields as
final; in the other benchmarks, the disparity between the number of dynamic
reads of final and quiescing fields is much greater.





.   

Methods may be pure. �e classic definition identifies a method that exhibits
no effects on mutable state as pure. However, this definition fails to admit
idempotent methods that create and modify objects in order to complete their
work.

A less restrictive definition, due to Leavens et al. () and applied for
static analysis by Salcianu and Rinard, characterizes a method as pure if and
only if it does not modify any state that exists immediately before method entry.
�is definition of purity captures a notion of method purity as the absence of
potential interference with other code: a method may have effects on mutable
state that does not exist before it executes. Other definitions of purity are
also possible; the concepts we present in this section are generally orthogonal
to a base notion of purity and can be straightforwardly adapted to different
definitions.

In accepting a definition of purity, we also decide which effects constitute
“impure” behavior. Perhaps all side effects are “impure,” as in the classical
defintion. Alternatively, following Leavens et al., we could ignore certain 
or  effects on objects that did not exist at a method’s entry. (While our
system does not provide for precisely tracking  effects on newly-created
objects or for tracking all  effects on such objects, we can ignore many
writes to newly-allocated objects by masking  effects.) We can then identify
some methods as read-only – these are methods that may have “impure” 
effects (but not “impure”  effects) on mutable state. (Note that all pure
methods are also read-only methods.)

If we are to characterize the purity of methods in typical object-oriented pro-
grams, we may wish to characterize instance methods by the effects that they
have on mutable state that exists outside of the receiver object. In Section .,
we introduced the concepts of externally-pure and externally-read-only meth-
ods (Definitions . and .), which are methods that are pure or read-only
with respect to all state external to their receiver object.

As we have said before, certain effects are benign or unobservable and
could well be masked. �e idea behind degrees of external purity is that it
might be useful to categorize methods by where effects occur — whether or
not these effects could be masked. We can combine the notion of external
purity with initialization effects and quiescing fields by masking  effects
(which represent writes to the state of objects that did not exist when the
method began) and masking  effects on quiescing fields. If we do so, we
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antlr . . .
bloat . . .
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Figure .: Percentage of all instance methods that are externally-pure or
externally-read-only;  effects and effects on quiescing fields have been
masked.

can identify a vast preponderance of instance methods as externally-pure or
externally-read-only, as in Figure ..

.  

Work related to our contributions in this chapter falls into two broad categories:
work on effects systems and work on inferring fields or memory locations that
are immutable for at least some part of their lifetime.

Effect systems and applications

�ere is a substantial and broad canon of theoretical contributions and appli-
cations for effect systems. Several good overviews of research in this area are
available, including Nielson and Nielson () and Henglein, Makholm, and
Niss (). We shall focus on work that imposes effect systems on object-
oriented languages and on notable applications of effect systems: region-based
memory management, static race detection and prevention, and verification.

Region-based memory management (Tofte and Talpin ) aims to achieve
the convenience and correctness of automatically-managed memory while
avoiding the performance penalties and heap fragmentation common to garbage-
collected and manually-managed heaps.³ It proposes that dynamically-allocated

Garbage collection is, in particular, ill-suited for real-time systems.





storage should be organized as a stack of heaps, called regions,⁴ and that new
objects should be allocated into a region containing objects of comparable life-
times. (Regions often, but not always, have lexically-scoped lifetimes.) When
program execution proceeds to a point where no datum from a particular
region will be required again, the contents of that entire region are deallocated
at once. If region lifetimes are lexically scoped, then the end result is effective
compile-time management of dynamic heap memory.

�e central problem is that manual region annotations suffer in many of the
same ways as other program annotations: they are tedious to apply, they can be
verbose, and it can be difficult for a region checker to give useful feedback in
the case of incorrect annotations. (If there is no region checker, then incorrect
region annotations will have the same result as accessing memory that has been
freed in a C program.) �erefore, we would like some way to infer correct
region annotations. It is not enough, however, for region annotations to be
correct. We would also like regions that minimize the amount of wasted heap
space. �at is, we would like the smallest reasonable region lifetimes. Effect
systems can help identify when data are no longer necessary and eliminate
dangling reference bugs by ensuring that references to data do not flow to
longer-lived regions.

�e Cyclone language (Grossman et al. ) added region-based memory
management and automatic region inference (among many other useful fea-
tures) to a C-like language. Boyapati et al. () used an explicit type system
based on ownership types to enable region-based memory management in
Java programs. Chin et al. () presented a polymorphic region inference
algorithm for lexically-scoped regions in a subset of Java, targeting applica-
tions in real-time Java. �e Jreg system, due to Cherem and Rugina (),
extends full Java with support for automatic region-based memory manage-
ment. Cherem and Rugina () also developed Jfree, a system to identify and
exploit opportunities for compile-time deallocation of individual objects.

Escape analysis and object inlining transformations are closely related to
region inference. Escape analysis identifies objects whose lifetimes are bounded
by the lifetime of the method in which they were created in order to enable
allocating some heap objects on the stack or eliminating synchronization oper-
ations on certain objects. Object inlining transformations identify contained
objects whose lifetime is bounded by the lifetime of a containing object in order

Note that this usage is subtly different from the original definition of “region” in the
context of effect systems, as a set of locations that might be aliased.





to subsume the fields and methods of contained objects into their containers.
Choi et al. () present a subset-based dataflow analysis framework (with

both flow-sensitive and flow-insensitive instantiations) to identify objects that
do not escape the method or thread in which they were constructed. Vivien
and Rinard () developed an incrementalized version of a flow- and context-
sensitive points-to and escape analysis.

Dolby and Chien () presented an object inlining transformation and
its evaluation; since it is based on value flow, it could be cast as a type infer-
ence problem.⁵ Laud () developed a slightly different definition of object
inlinability. Lhoták and Hendren () compare the definition of inlinability
presented by Dolby and Chien with that of Laud and analyze dynamic traces
of Java programs in order to identify opportunities for object inlining.

Lucassen and Gifford’s  paper on polymorphic effect systems focused
on identifying scheduling constraints for execution of implicitly-parallel pro-
grams, as did Talpin and Jouvelot (), who presented a polymorphic type,
region, and effect reconstruction algorithm. A related problem is ensuring
that explicitly-parallel programs are free of race conditions. Effect systems and
approaches inspired by effect systems have also been applied to this end.

Boyapati and Rinard () presented a technique combining an owner-
ship type system with effects for race- and deadlock-free execution of Java
programs.⁶ Choi et al. () extend earlier work on escape analysis in order to
precisely detect races in explicitly-parallel Java programs. Flanagan and Qadeer
() developed a type and effect system for identifying atomic methods, or
those that can be assumed to execute serially (without interference from thread
interleavings); they also argue that identifying atomicity is a better criterion
for safe parallel executions than identifying the absence of data races. More
recently, Naik, Aiken, and Whaley () presented a system for static race
detection based on the combination of effects and object-sensitive points-to
analysis (Milanova et al. ).

Another notable application for effect systems is as a basis for other tools or
analyses: whether automatically providing annotations for a model checker or
specification language, or as the foundation for other interprocedural analyses.
Salcianu and Rinard uses pointer and effects inference to identify pure methods
(using “pure” in the sense of Leavens et al.); they do so by masking writes to
this exhibited by a constructor. Cherem and Rugina () developed a

See also Dolby () and Dolby and Chien ().
See also Boyapati et al. ().





parameterized framework for compact effect signatures, which allows clients
of effect annotations to trade precision for annotation size.

Skalka, Smith, and Horn () present an effect system and inference al-
gorithm for abstract interpretation of Featherweight Java (Igarashi et al. ).
�eir approach infers history effects or trace effects, which are labeled transition
systems that approximate run-time traces of program behavior and can be
used for model checking. �ey also show that their approach allows mod-
ular extensions to the base language (e.g. adding support for exceptions) by
postprocessing effects annotations.

�e natural compatibility of effects and objects has led to a great deal of
excellent work. As we discussed in Section ., Greenhouse and Boyland
() devised an idiomatic, object-oriented treatment of regions and effects,
but did not provide an inference algorithm. Bierman and Parkinson ();
Bierman et al. () extended the work of Greenhouse and Boyland with a
semantic treatment of effects and an effects inference algorithm for a subset
of Java. However, their work left region annotations as the responsibility of
the programmer. Skalka (), building on earlier work (Skalka et al. ),
provides a detailed explanation of the interaction of trace effects and effect
inference with object-oriented language features.

Given a notion of effects, it is possible to talk about the purity of functions.
Barnett and Naumann () formulate a system of invariants on object state
that holds under ownership (in which state is encapsulated) and friendship (in
which state is shared); their system identifies invariant dependence on states
while ours provides an overapproximation of independence. Barnett et al.
() present several definitions of purity in the context of object-language
methods that may appear in checkable specifications: observational purity
(which admits memoization), strong purity (the classic definition), and weak
purity (in which methods may modify newly-allocated state). Sălcianu and
Rinard () present an analysis to identify weakly-pure methods. Barnett
et al. () extend the Sălcianu-Rinard analysis to support iterators and the
additional features, such as pass-by-reference, of the .NET runtime.

Our contributions — quiescing fields, initialization effects, and degrees
of purity — are intended to enhance the expressivity and precision of effect
systems and purity analyses and thus are orthogonal to the specific effects
system or purity analysis being used. Our contributions could easily be adapted
to benefit other effects systems; in fact, features of other systems could readily
be added to the effects system of Section .: for example, the parameter-leaking
and borrowing effects of Cherem and Rugina could model information flow





public String foo() {
// exhibits INIT effects on fields of s
StringBuffer s = new StringBuffer("foo");

// exhibits WRITE effects on fields of s
s.append("bar");

// exhibits INIT effects on fields of a new String
return s.toString();

}

Figure .: Example of a pure method that is not identified as such by our
simple system

more accurately; one could use the results of a field uniqueness analysis, like
that of Ghemawat et al. () or Ma and Foster () in order to automatically
place unshared annotations. Conversely, we believe that initialization effects,
quiescing fields, and external purity can be introduced to an extant effect
system as crosscutting concerns.

As an example, we compare our pure-method inference to analyses built
on a more expressive effect system. Our analysis can be used to identify the
subset of weakly-pure methods that only exhibit  effects on newly-allocated
objects simply by masking  effects; other analyses, like Sălcianu and Rinard
() and Barnett et al. () can identify a broader range of weakly pure
methods. Because they track points-to information precisely, their effects
system will identify some pure methods that our technique (of masking 
effects) will not: for example, a method like the one in Figure ., which
modifies a newly-created object after the dynamic lifetime of its constructor,
is pure by the Leavens et al. definition, but will not be identified as pure by
the rules we present in Section .. However, because we track initialization
effects separately from writes, we are able to readily identify quiescing fields;
in addition, our notion of degrees of purity can aid client analyses, program
understanding, and local reasoning by identifying methods whose effects are
confined to their receiver object. In any case, our contributions could easily be
added to such a system.





Inferring eventual immutablity

Porat et al. () developed a flow-sensitive analysis for identifying that static
fields — as well as the objects to which they refer — were immutable, even if the
fields were not declared as final. In contrast, our approach merely identifies
that the value of a field (i.e. a reference) will not change after the dynamic
lifetime of its containing object’s constructor; the state of an object referred
to by a quiescing field may still change. Identifying unchanging references
and identifying immutable objects represent complementary and orthogonal
problems.

A different, but related, problem is that of checking and identifying refer-

ence immutability, which indicates that an object will not be modified via a
particular reference. Tschantz and Ernst () extended the Java language
with type qualifiers to identify readonly references, which cannot be used to
modify their referent,⁷ and assignable fields, which are used for caching and may
thus be written to via readonly methods. Zibin et al. () built upon this work
by using Java generics to provide object and reference immutability without
syntax or type-system extensions. Finally, Quinonez et al. () provided
a tool and technique for precisely inferring readonly references in unanno-
tated code. Reference immutability, like object immutability, is orthogonal to
identifying quiescing fields.

Most directly related to our concept of quiescing fields is the stationary

fields analysis of Unkel and Lam (), which we shall focus on in the remain-
der of this review. Unkel and Lam use a flow- and context-sensitive pointer
analysis to identify fields for whom every dynamic read can be statically guar-
anteed to come after every dynamic write.

While both stationary fields and quiescing fields are capable of identifying
eventually-immutable fields that are not declared final, and both identify
about half of all fields in some set of realistic Java programs as eventually-
immutable, there are several interesting differences between our approaches.
First, our approach is substantially more lightweight: we use a flow- and context-
insensitive analysis that exhibits linear time complexity and runs in seconds;
their approach uses a flow- and context-sensitive analysis that takes between
 and  minutes to analyze a realistic Java program. However, while our
approach simply identifies quiescing fields, their approach identifies stationary
fields and can also track their referents with greater precision. Both approaches

�is is similar to const pointers in C++.





can be used to improve the precision of effects and interprocedural def-use
analyses; theirs is better-suited for also improving the precision of points-to
analyses.

Perhaps more interestingly, though, is that the definitions of quiescing and
stationary fields are subtly incompatible: while it seems most likely that the
intersection of the sets of quiescing and stationary fields for any given program
would be large, there are quiescing fields that are not stationary fields (e.g. those
that might be read in the constructor before a write), and there are stationary
fields that are not quiescing fields (e.g. those that are written after the dynamic
lifetime of a constructor, but before any use of an object). We suspect that
investigating the relationship between these two kinds of fields — and whether
or not quiescing fields annotations could be used to improve the speed of
stationary fields analysis — presents a fruitful avenue for future work.



    

Philosophy is perfectly right in saying that life must be understood

backwards. But then one forgets the other clause — that it must be

lived forwards. �e more one thinks through this clause, the more

one concludes that life in temporality never becomes properly un-

derstandable, simply because never at any time does one get perfect

repose to take a stance: backwards.

— S K (, . H)

We’re not talking about the game. We’re talking about practice.

— A I ()

In Chapter , we presented object-level parallelism, a measure of implicit
parallelism in object-oriented programs, and , a programming model
designed to exploit . In Chapter , we presented a type-and-effect system
and analyses to identify mostly-functional behavior in Java programs: namely,
quiescing fields and instance methods whose computational effects are con-
fined to their receiver objects. (�e analyses of Chapter  were implemented in
our + framework, which we described in Chapter .) We also evaluated
these analyses both in terms of their properties on static program texts and, in
the case of the quiescing fields analysis, in terms of what it could tell us about
dynamic program executions.

�erefore, we have a way to structure parallel programs and coordinate
between parallel tasks, and a mechanism for identifying that two program
fragments are noninterfering. �ese two are are necessary but not sufficient
prerequisites for making the case that a particular kind of parallelism is manifest
in realistic program executions, let alone for transforming serial programs
into parallel ones. In this chapter, we characterize actual executions of the
DaCapo benchmarks (Blackburn et al. ) under the Jikes RVM (Alpern et al.
, ) in order to answer questions about the actual dynamic behavior of
programs and their implications for : how much time do programs spend

in externally-pure and externally-read-only methods? How many individual

externally-pure or externally-read-only method invocations are long enough to

constitute plausible parallel tasks? We present empirical results addressing
these two questions and also consider the question of runtime support for
exploiting , which we first mentioned in Chapter : What sort of virtual







machine modifications and extensions would we need to exploit this implicit

parallelism?

�e remainder of this chapter contains a description of our evaluation
methodology (Section .)and an evaluation of typical externally-pure and
externally-read-only methods as suitable parallel tasks (Section .). We then
discuss the requirements for implementing virtual machine support for ex-
ploiting  (Section .) before reviewing some of the most relevant related
work on characterizing implicit parallelism in workloads.

.     

It is difficult to observe and characterize program behavior at a fine granularity,
and any approach involves some compromises. Interrupting a program in order
to inspect its state is likely to perturb its execution — especially on contempo-
rary microprocessors, in which hundreds of instructions may be in flight at any
given time. Instrumenting programs to generate traces allows tool or analysis
designers to post-process information about program behavior in arbitrarily
complex ways, but can also perturb executions, incurs nontrivial overheads,
and can generate an enormous amount of data in a very short period. Running
programs under simulation is flexible and can avoid observation effects since
the behavior of the simulator may not be visible to the executed program, but
simulation may be prohibitively slow to evaluate realistic programs. Before
we introduce our approach for evaluating and characterizing the workloads
presented by the DaCapo benchmarks, which is based on dynamic instru-
mentation and virtualized execution, we will briefly review some standard
approaches. �ere is a great deal of excellent work on characterizing program
performance and building tools to aid the same; our focus in this section is
merely on reviewing the fundamental mechanisms and techniques for doing
so.

Background

Simulation has long been an attractive option for performance projection
(Lucas, Jr. ), or evaluating the performance impact of changing certain
parameters of a system without actually implementing that system. In many
domains, this was borne of necessity: it would be unfeasible, for example, to
evaluate a new cache replacement policy by designing and fabricating a new
microprocessor! More recently, simulation has been profitably applied not only





to evaluating the parameters of systems and hardware but to evaluating and
debugging application programs; Engblom et al. () provide one example
of using a commercial full-system simulator to evaluate and test software that
is designed to run on embedded systems. �e advantage to using simulation to
evaluate application software is that it is possible to observe an application (and
possibly also the virtual machine or operating system) in a way that is transpar-
ent to that application, because the simulator controls the application’s view of
the world. However, simulated execution can be orders of magnitude slower
than execution on real hardware and thus may be unsuitable for evaluating
entire executions of realistic programs.

Sample-based profilers, at their most basic, interrupt programs at specified
intervals and inspect the stack; in so doing, they are able to provide a probabilis-
tic estimate of which methods account for the highest percentage of program
executions. Sample-based profiling is simple to implement, but it only provides
coarse, probabilistic information about an entire program execution in the
aggregate: it cannot describe how long individual method activations were atop
the stack, for example, and thus loses precision since a method may be very
expensive in certain contexts but not in others. Graham et al. () extend
the classic sampling concept with the gprof tool, which records call-graph
information at the entry to each method so that it can ascribe inclusive timings
to methods. Put another way, gprof can regard the time spent in callees ofm
as time spent inm. Instead of sampling when a timer quantum is exceeded, it
is also possible to sample program execution when some quantum of another
resource is exceeded, for example, when some number of floating-point excep-
tions or page faults has passed, as in Hall and Goldberg (). �is approach
has proven useful for full-system profiling — that is, including the application,
the libraries or runtime, and the operating system kernel — Mousa et al. ()
provide an example of this technique.

Other profilers do not sample program behavior and instead exclusively
instrument programs to generate a trace of relevant events, stop and start
timers, and count the number of times a high-level language statement or
procedure is executed. Some such profilers insert event counters on basic
blocks and branches; these are able to ascribe execution counts to control-
flow graph edges or acyclic intraprocedural paths (Hall ; Ball and Larus
, ). Ammons et al. () combine instrumentation with the idea of
measuring resources other than time and with the concepts of flow- and context-
sensitivity; their work uses hardware counters to ascribe microarchitectural
events (such as cache misses or branch mispredictions) to program paths when





executed in a particular context.
As we have seen, program instrumentation is used by basic block, call

graph, and edge profilers. Program instrumentation can also be used to update
counters, start and stop timers, and generate traces containing arbitrary events
of interest. Of course, the overhead of executing instrumentation code may alter
the performance characteristics of the program; furthermore, a trace generated
of events that are deemed a priori potentially interesting may be prohibitively
large. While instrumentation may be inserted statically — whether manually
by programmers or automatically by program transformations — both the
overheads of executing instrumentation and the quantity of traced events can
be reduced by inserting and removing instrumentation dynamically, as shown
by Hollingsworth et al. (). �e dynamic instrumentation approach has
been successful in problem domains ranging from automatic performance
diagnosis of parallel programs (Miller et al. ) to low-overhead application
debugging (Zhao et al. ).

Our approach

Dynamic instrumentation also forms the basis of our approach for characteriz-
ing the method executions in the DaCapo benchmarks. (Note that we used
static instrumentation — albeit generated by a just-in-time compiler! — to
characterize the dynamic prevalence of quiescing fields in Section ..) Because
we are running DaCapo under the Jikes RVM, a metacircular managed runtime
that compiles the application code immediately before execution, along with
standard library classes and substantial portion of its own support code, it is
possible to examine the impact of code that is traditionally unavailable, like
the allocator, garbage collector, and just-in-time compiler itself. However, this
flexibility comes at a price: we do not have a traditional executable with debug
symbols and routines in fixed locations and must therefore reconstruct a great
deal of high-level information from the program’s execution as it happens.

In order to do this, we built a specialized profiler on top of the Pin dynamic
instrumentation framework (Luk et al. ). Pin combines aspects of dynamic
instrumentation and simulation: it is able to insert arbitrary code specified in so-
called analysis routines at points identified by instrumentation routines, and it
does so by executing the application under a virtualized execution environment,
dynamically recompiling the application with the analysis routines inserted
in the application code. A program extending Pin by providing analysis and
instrumentation routines is called a pintool.
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Figure .: Per-thread state maintained by instrumentation code

�e main goal of our pintool is to generate, for each method, aggregate
statistics about the duration of its invocations: its invocation count, the dura-
tion of its shortest and longest invocations, and estimates for the mean and
variance parameters for the distribution of invocation lengths. In order to
do this, our pintool reads traces of program events and simulates program
execution, maintaining some abstracted state for each virtual machine thread.
(Note that a Java virtual machine may create many threads even while execut-
ing a single-threaded program – for example, the garbage collector and other
runtime support code may run in a separate thread.)

We say that the state maintained by our pintool is abstract because it does
not contain all of the state in a concrete execution: it does not track the values of
architected registers, memory loads and stores, or the details of intraprocedural
control flow, for example. Instead, it keeps for each thread a representation
of the call stack, which records which methods (and try blocks) are currently
executing, and a timestamp counter, which records the number of instructions
executed in that thread. �e values we track, however, are not abstract; that
is, we know exactly how many application instructions have executed in each
thread as well as the precise addresses of each method on the stack at a given
time. Figure . shows the state that our pintool maintains for each thread.

In order to collect this information, we instrument every basic block in the
Jikes RVM boot image and in all dynamically-compiled application and library
code. (Because Pin handles dynamically-generated and self-modifying code,
our pintool is able to soundly treat code that is recompiled by the virtual ma-





movl %eax, (%edx)
testb %cl, %cl
jne L8 pushl %ebp

movl %esp, %ebp
pushl %ebx
subl $4, %esp
call L811

addl $20, %esp
popl %ebx
leave
ret

ts[TID] += 3 ts[TID] += 5
ar = (ts[TID], L811)
cs[TID].push(ar)

ts[TID] += 4
(ots, addr) =
    cs[TID].pop()
tm = ts[TID] - ots
stats[addr].add(tm)

Blocks with an intra-
procedural jump 

Blocks ending with a 
procedure call

Blocks ending with 
a return

Figure .: Example instrumentation code (gray) inserted for three kinds of
basic blocks (white). (Old stack pointers are omitted from the simulated stack
in this illustration.)

chine’s adaptive optimization system.) Every basic block b is instrumented with
code that increments the thread-specific timestamp counter for the currently-
executing virtual machine thread by the number of instructions in b. We then
treat different kinds of basic blocks in different ways:

. Basic blocks that end with intraprocedural control-flow (say, for example, a
simple branch) are not instrumented any further. �at is, each such block is
only instrumented with the timestamp counter increment;

. Basic blocks that end with a procedure call instruction (whether calling an
actual Java method, a subroutine, or entering a try block) are also instrumented
with code to record an abstracted activation record, consisting of the called
address, the current thread-specific timestamp (taking into account the number
of instructions in this block), and the current stack pointer value;

. Basic blocks that end with a return instruction are instrumented with code that
updates the stack, determines which method (or subroutine, try block, etc.)
the program is leaving, and updates the aggregate statistics for that method.

We give examples of each of these three kinds of basic blocks in Figure ..
We are thus able to keep a running count of the number of calls for each

method, as well as the minimum and maximum number of instructions exe-
cuted in a single invocation of each method. We also keep updated estimates
of the mean and variance for distribution of invocation durations for each





method, using a technique due to West (). Finally, we modified the Jikes
RVM to dump out a symbol table at the end of program; therefore, we are
able to map call addresses to Java methods — and to the results of our purity
analysis from Chapter .

.     

In order to profitably execute a method asynchronously, we must be able to
make several guarantees about its behavior:

. It must not interfere with other methods that may execute at the same time;

. It must represent a large enough computation to justify the communication
costs of delegating it to another thread; and

. �ere must be enough slack between the method’s invocation and the point in
the dynamic execution when its value will be required.

�e first criterion is a safety consideration, but it is also a performance consider-
ation: we must guarantee safety, either statically (e.g. by analysis), dynamically
(e.g. by checking or software transactional memory), or by some combination of
static and dynamic approaches. However, dynamic approaches for guarantee-
ing noninterference typically incur greater overheads in the event of conflicts,
so we would like to limit the likelihood of conflict as much as possible.

We use the purity analysis from Chapter  as an overapproximation of
noninterference; we note that externally-pure and externally-read only methods
will not interfere with one another. (Although we do not do so, it is possible
to statically identify impure methods that will not interfere.) In this section,
we focus on the second criterion above by characterizing the durations of
externally-pure, externally-read only, and impure method invocations; we
leave identifying slack as an open question for future work.

Amdahl’s law implies that it is not profitable to parallelize infrequently-
executed code paths. In realistic programs, methods that are executed only
once or merely a few times are often not characteristic of the majority of
execution. As a consequence, we restrict our investigation to methods that
are executed relatively more frequently: for each benchmark, we first identify
those methods that are invoked frequently enough to account for more than
one-one-hundredth of a percent of all method invocations. Table . lists the
number of methods we examined for each benchmark.





Externally

Benchmark Pure Read-only Impure

antlr   
bloat   
eclipse   
jython   
luindex   
pmd   

Table .: Counts of methods that represent more than . of total method
invocations.

Because we are interested in finding relatively fine-grained parallel tasks
to execute on chip multiprocessors, our ideal task size is large enough so
that it will not be dominated by communication times (that is, accesses to a
shared L or fast L cache), but not so large that the task is likely to cause
destructive interference with concurrently executing code on a neighboring
core. While different processors vary widely, we assume that task sizes of
around one hundred instructions represent the smallest plausibly justifiable
task on a processor with realistic intercore communication latencies. (�is
would correspond to a — very fast — latency of twenty or thirty cycles to access
the L cache.)

Figures .–. present cumulative distribution plots of the mean number
of dynamic instructions executed in individual invocations of each frequently-
invoked method; note that the x-axis on each graph is scaled to the quantile
function. Recall that we define a frequently-invoked method as one that ac-
counts for at least one-one-hundredth of a percent of all method invocations.
�e impure methods for each benchmark include all methods we identified as
pure and all methods that we did not analyze, including those methods that
implement runtime support functionality (e.g. memory management and the
adaptive optimization system) in the Jikes RVM.

For almost all of the benchmarks we analyzed, more than  of frequently
executed, externally-pure and externally read-only methods have mean dura-
tions of approximately  instructions or more. (pmd is the notable exception.)
Furthermore, a significant number of externally-pure and externally-read only
methods are likely to execute for several hundred instructions or more. �e
bottom quartile of each plot typically features very short methods — we note
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Figure .: Mean method invocation durations for all frequently-executed
methods in the antlr benchmark.
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Figure .: Mean method invocation durations for all frequently-executed
methods in the bloat benchmark.
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Figure .: Mean method invocation durations for all frequently-executed
methods in the eclipse benchmark.
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Figure .: Mean method invocation durations for all frequently-executed
methods in the jython benchmark.
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Figure .: Mean method invocation durations for all frequently-executed
methods in the luindex benchmark.
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Figure .: Mean method invocation durations for all methods frequently-
executed in the pmd benchmark.





that short methods that are executed very frequently are likely to be inlined by
the VM and thus will not appear at all — while the graphs for externally-pure
and externally-read only methods taper off around methods of a few hundred
instructions.

.  

Recall the main goals of runtime support for the  model, as we sketched
them in Chapter :

. �e runtime must be able to demarcate objects,

. �e runtime must be able to delegate methods on demarcated objects to run
asynchronously on other delegate threads, and

. �e runtime must be able to synchronize between a delegate thread and the
main thread when the main thread requires a value from a demarcated object.

We proposed using Java’s virtual dispatch to maintain two copies of instance
method bodies: one for normal execution, when an object is not demarcated,
and one for when it is. �e responsibilities of the method body for demarcated
execution depend on the kind of method: methods that update object state
but do not return a value require a method that proxies the invocation to an
appropriate delegate thread; methods that return a value (ideally depending
on the object’s state) require a method that blocks until all other pending
operations on this demarcated object have completed. (Refer to Figures .,
., and ..)

While we will not evaluate an implementation of runtime support for 
and , we can identify some additional goals that it should meet. Put another
way, now that we have characterized the sorts of methods that we would like
to be executing asynchronously on demarcated objects and examined more
carefully the environment in which they will execute, we can suggest some
additional constraints.

�e first goal is related to a correctness concern. While many even very
small methods are executed out of line, an optimizing runtime environment
like the Jikes RVM may inline methods if a call site is likely to be monomorphic.
(Because most contemporary virtual machines are able to invalidate assump-
tions when necessary — e.g. due to dynamic class loading or to a new type
of receiver object reaching a call site — dynamic inlining can be even more
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if mandated by ABI

if not delegating
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Figure .: A more efficient proxy implementation.

aggressive than static inlining.) As a practical consequence, this means that it
is possible for some very simple methods on a demarcated object to execute
in the wrong thread under the simple virtual function table patching scheme
we proposed in Chapter , so we need a scheme that will work in the face of
inlining. �ere are several straightforward solutions to this problem. It would
be possible to insert demarcation checks at the beginning of every compiled
method, although this would introduce some overhead in the common case.
Perhaps a better solution would be to generate a simple check at each inlined
call site that might operate on a receiver other than this, executing the proxy
code only if necessary.

�e second goal is related to a performance concern: because methods —
especially the sort of methods we might be delegating — are so short-lived,
performance is crucial. We note that generating two copies of each method,
one with proxy code and one without, is likely to increase memory and cache
pressure. Instead, we propose generating both copies of the method in the
same contiguous block of memory, as in Figure .. In this approach, the virtual
function table pointer either is at the location labeled  or ;  corresponds to
execution on a (potentially) demarcated object and  corresponds to normal
execution. In the demarcated case, the method will execute any necessary
proxy code in the main thread before jumping to the epilogue and returning
to the caller. If the receiver object is no longer demarcated, then control
simply transfers to the instruction immediately following the second prologue
and execution proceeds as normal in the calling thread. (Note that it may be
necessary to pad the space between the delegate code so that both prologues are
properly aligned to be the targets of call instructions.) In the non-demarcated
case, execution simply proceeds normally.





.  

�e work described and proposed in this chapter falls into several categories:
software tools for fine-grained performance evaluation, attempts to charac-
terize latent parallelism, and efficient runtime support for concurrent object-
oriented programs. We have reviewed results related to the first category
already in this chapter (in Section .) and contributions related to the third
category after we first sketched our runtime support (see Section .). In the re-
mainder of this section, we will briefly review some notable efforts to establish
limits on the upper bounds of implicit parallelism.

Historically, computer architects have devoted a great deal of research
and engineering effort to understanding how much parallelism is implicit in
realistic workloads. For many years, the primary focus of this work was on
finding instruction-level parallelism () in order to motivate new advances
in superscalar processor design. In identifying a limit to the amount of 
possible, researchers also (implicitly or explicitly) identify their assumptions
about what techniques for parallelism are possible: whether register or memory
renaming, branch prediction, value prediction, etc., are available obviously
have a huge impact on what parts of a program execution can be identified
as “potentially parallel.” �ere are many excellent results in this arena; we find
especially notable the contribution of Austin and Sohi (), who present a
technique for efficiently constructing dependency and dataflow graphs from
traces of program executions, thus identifying the maximum possible  at
different points in a program’s execution.

More recently, following industry and research trends towards increased
thread-level parallelism, some architects have examined implicit thread-level
or task-level parallelism. �is work is perhaps even more dependent on as-
sumptions than work on finding implicit , because it requires a researcher
to identify both a model that puts constraints on what a task is and how it can
be created (such as method-level parallelism or loop-body parallelism) as well
as the technical constraints and capabilities of a particular implementation.

Chen and Olukotun () investigated method-level parallelism in the
context of the Hydra CMP chip; their technique is necessarily conservative
with regard to methods with unpredictable return values or extensive side
effects. �eir later work on the Jrpm system Chen and Olukotun () is
targeted toward parallelizing loop-bound code, not idiomatic object-oriented
programs. �eir work depends on pipelining loop bodies — and thus depends,
to some extent, on the ability of the programmer to alter methods so that their





side effects occur in a limited portion of their execution, in order for method
executions to be overlapped.

Warg and Stenström () conducted a limit study of speculative module-

level parallelism in Java and C. �eir approach uses a method-level parallelism

model that spawns a new thread for each method invocation; it is thus targeting
slightly finer-grained parallelism than our model. �eir proposal depends
specialized hardware support: specifically, they expect that aggressive value
prediction is available in order to enable speculative execution in the face of
data dependences.





    

What has been is what will be, and what has been done is what will

be done, and there is nothing new under the sun.

Is there a thing of which it is said, see, this is new? It has been

already in the ages before us.

— E :– ()

Because of the many attempts to connect the past with the future

one might be inclined to call this an Apollonian period. But the

fury with which addicts of various schools fight for their theories

presents rather a Dionysian aspect.

— A S ()

�e thesis of this dissertation is that real-world client applications exhibit
implicit thread-level parallelism because methods on distinct objects are often
independent; furthermore, it is possible to identify this object-level parallelism
statically via type-based program analysis and exploit it with lightweight run-
time support. In an effort to argue this thesis, we have presented several
contributions:

. Object-level parallelism (), a measure of potential implicit parallelism anal-
ogous to instruction-level parallelism, and the  programming model (in
Chapter );

. �e + declarative analysis framework for flexible, interactive, and scal-
able analysis of Java bytecode programs (in Chapter ),

. A novel object-oriented type-and-effect system, inference rules, and client
analyses (implemented in +) to identify a large class of run-time con-
stant fields and object instance methods that are good candidates for parallel
execution (in Chapter ); and

. A characterization of dynamic opportunities to exploit latent  in Java pro-
grams (in Chapter ).

While we believe that these contributions are significant, we also believe
that there are several interesting avenues for future work related to and enabled
by the work described in this dissertation.







. �e + work presents a useful environment for prototyping and execut-
ing program analyses, but it is also a vehicle for research and development in
logic programming systems. An early, unpublished version of + served
as a test case for published work on the Yap system’s performance on very
large datasets.¹ Our work on + has raised interesting questions about
characterizing the memory performance of tabled Prolog and the system-level
and microarchitectural impact of declarative programming with large datasets.
+ could also be extended as a tool, perhaps through integration with
automated reasoning systems.

. �e analyses of Chapter  likely have many applications beyond finding po-
tential parallel tasks. We are interested in improving the precision of these
analyses by incorporating them into more expressive effects systems and in find-
ing new applications for them in software engineering, memory performance,
and program understanding — to name a few areas.

. Our results in Chapter  indicate that many of the methods that are invoked
frequently in executions of these Java programs are likely to execute for long
enough to justify asynchronous dispatch (and its prerequisite, intercore com-
munication) on realistic processors. However, future work could present a
more comprehensive limit study. �ere are research challenges involved in
identifying exactly how to demarcate parts of a program trace into potential
parallel tasks and obvious engineering challenges in managing and making
sense of massive quantities of trace data.

. Additionally, we note that at least two improvements are likely to have a positive
impact on the number of methods that represent realistic parallel tasks: () A

more aggressive static analysis that could identify more methods as externally-
pure or read-only, would allow us to identify some methods that we currently
regard as impure — and which, given our results, typically have longer mean
runtimes — are actually unlikely to interfere with one another; and () More so-

phisticated runtime support that could enable us to execute even some impure
methods asynchronously.

. We have laid the analysis and programming-model foundations for an auto-
mated, round-trip system for finding and exploiting implicit , which would
include runtime support for asynchronous execution and static or dynamic

See Costa () and Costa, Sagonas, and Lopes ()





cost modeling to estimate profitability. Any one of these tasks is probably a
worthy research program by itself.

Our initial goal in conducting this work was to bring some of the benefits of
functional and declarative languages to “mainstream” object-oriented software;
to bridge the gap between some good old ideas and a contemporary language
climate that is not amenable — or even hospitable — to them. In this way, our
work is analogous to type-based analysis, which imposes a parallel, implicit
type system that encodes an analysis problem onto a language — and which can
be applied profitably even to untyped languages. Even though many aspects
of the Java language (and extant Java software) are hostile to declarative-style
concurrency, we believe we have shown that it is possible to find and exploit
implicit parallelism in realistic Java programs.

However, we hope that the next generation of programmers will not be
fully employed finding parallelism in yesterday’s bytecodes. Instead, we expect
that programs will eventually be written in languages that make pervasive,
aggressive concurrency possible. We believe that such languages will need
to account for a landscape in which computers have a large number of s,
each with several cores or threads. �erefore, they must make explicit concur-
rency easier (by imposing mostly-functional constraints on code, enforcing
modularity, and limiting sharing) and implicit concurrency possible (by being
amenable to aggressive program analysis). We are fairly certain that the most
fruitful future work growing out of this dissertation will focus upon applying
the lessons of scheduling serial code to run as parallel tasks to the problem of
finding a way to express programs in a parallel tomorrow.





 

�is document employs many naming and typographical conventions in order
to allow a clearer presentation of the material. In this chapter, we describe the
conventions that apply throughout the document; locally-applicable conven-
tions will be introduced when they appear.

A.  

When we discuss Java programs at the source or intermediate representation
level, we will deal with entities in several different domains. In order to simplify
the presentation of analysis rules or properties of Java programs, we will name
metavariables according to certain conventions. For example, a variable begin-
ning with c will typically range over classes; C will denote the set of all classes.
Table A. shows the set of domains and metavariable naming conventions.

Metavariable Domain Domain description

c,d, κ 2 Class Java classes
e 2 Exp Expressions
h 2 Heap Heap storage; field or array element refer-

ences
k 2 Imm Constant or immediate values

l, x,y 2 Local Local variables
m 2 Method Method bodies
n,ν 2 Name Names
p 2 Param Parameter indices (i.e. natural numbers for

explicit parameters or this for the implicit
parameter in instance methods)

s 2 Stmt Statements
t, τ 2 Type Types

Table A.: Conventions for metavariable domains







public class Point {
private int x; // this is a discrete point
private int y;

public Point(int x, int y) { /* ... */ }

public int getX() { return x; }
public int getY() { return y; }

}

Figure A.: An example Java program listing

member(X,[X|T]).
member(X,[_|T]) :- member(X,T).

Figure A.: An example Prolog program listing

A.  

We will use emphasis to denote inline definitions. Longer definitions, or those
that will be cross-referenced, will be given in numbered paragraphs like the
following:

Definition A. A numbered definition defines a term and provides a number
for future references in the text.

When referring inline to programming language entities – including classes,
methods, or keywords – or to external executable programs, we will use a
typewriter face to set the term. For example, we might refer to the String
class in the java.lang package, to the jsr Java bytecode instruction, or to the
 ls command. When presenting Java or Prolog source listings, we will
use the conventions established in Figure A. and Figure A.. Note also that,
as in Figure A., we will often elide unimportant or obvious parts of program
listings, and we will typically denote such an elision by placing an ellipsis within
a comment. We use the standard nomenclature to refer to Prolog structures;





we will refer to a structure named foo of arity  as foo/2.





     

addExpr(L1,L2) Represents integer or floating-point addition with operands
L1 and L2.
analyzed(M) Indicates that method M has been processed by the +

front-end. �is relation is useful because it lets analysis designers develop
analyses that correctly treat open programs.
andExpr(L1,L2) Represents logical or bitwise  with operands L1 and L2.
arrayRef(L1,L2) Represents the L2th element of the array referred to by L1.
arraytype(T,I) Represents the type of an I-dimensional array with a base
type of T. For example, the type of a one-dimensional array of int would be
denoted as arraytype(primtype(’int’),1)
assignStmt(L1,L2) Represents an assignment from L2 to L1.
assignStmt(L1,H) Represents a load from a heap location H to a local L1.
assignStmt(H,L1) Represents a store to H of the value stored in L1.
branches(S) Indicates that statement S may branch (and not merely fall
through to the next statement).
castExpr(L,T) Represents a cast of local L to type T.
caughtExceptionRef(T) Represents the exception object of type T caught by
a particular exception handler.
cg_main(M) Represents the root of the call graph; that is, the application main
method.
class(C) Represents a member of the class domain.
class(C,N) Represents a class declaration with class ID C and name N.
cmpExpr(L1,L2) Represents a cmp bytecode with operands L1 and L2.
cmpgExpr(L1,L2) Represents a cmpg bytecode with operands L1 and L2.
cmplExpr(L1,L2) Represents a cmpl bytecode with operands L1 and L2.
concreteClass(C) Indicates that C is a concrete class.
containsStmt(M,S) Indicates that M contains S.
divExpr(L1,L2) Represents division with operands L1 and L2.
doubleConstant(V) Represents an immediate double value of V.







enterMonitorStmt(L)Represents entering the monitor for the object referred
to by L.
eqExpr(L1,L2) Represents equality test with operands L1 and L2.
exitMonitorStmt(L) Represents leaving the monitor for the object referred
to by L.
fallsThrough(S) Indicates that S may fall through to the next statement.
field(F) Represents a member of the field domain.
field_decl(F, NS, T, NQ, C, Vis, instance) Represents an instance
field F of type T, declared in class C. F has short name NS, qualified name
NQ, and visibility specifier Vis.
field_decl(F, NS, T, NQ, C, Vis, static) Represents a static field F of
type T, declared in class C. F has short name NS, qualified name NQ, and visibility
specifier Vis.
final(F) Indicates that F is final.
floatConstant(V) Represents an immediate float value of V.
geExpr(L1, L2)Represents a greater-than-or-equal expression with operands
L1 and L2.
gotoStmt(S) Represents an unconditional branch to S.
gtExpr(L1, L2) Represents a strictly-greater-than expression with operands
L1 and L2.
identityStmt(L,Exp)Represents the initial (and sole) assignment to L, which
models a formal parameter. Exp is either a thisRef/2 or a parameterRef/2.
ifStmt(L,S) Represents a conditional branch.
immedExtends(C1,C2) Indicates that C1 immediately extends C2. �e transi-
tive closure of this relation is the subclassing relationship.
immedImplements/2 Indicates that C1 immediately implements C2; C2 must
be an interface.
instanceFieldRef(L,F) Represents an instance field reference from the base
object referred to by L.
instanceOfExpr(L,C) Represents a Java instanceof expression.
intConstant(V) Represents an immediate int value of V. (Also used to rep-
resent immediate values of narrower integral types.)





interface(C) Indicates that C is an interface (rather than a class).
interfaceInvokeExpr(M,[P|Ps]) Describes a method invocation of M using
interface-style dispatch.
invokeStmt(Exp) A statement invoking a method but ignoring its return
value.
leExpr(L1,L2) Represents a less-than-or-equal expression with operands L1
and L2.
lengthExpr(L) Represents an array-length inspection.
local(N) Denotes a member of the local domain.
local(L,M,T) Denotes a local L in method M with type T.
longConstant(V) Represents an immediate long value of V.
ltExpr(L1,L2) Represents a strictly-less-than expression with operands L1
and L2.
mainclass(C) Indicates that C holds the main method for the program that
this database represents.
method(N) Denotes a member of the method domain.
method_decl(M, N, C, SSig, V, IS, [Mod|Mods])

mulExpr(L1,L2) Represents multiplication with operands L1 and L2.
neExpr(L1,L2) Represents inequality with operands L1 and L2.
negExpr(L) Represents unary negation.
newArrayExpr(Source,T)Represents an array allocation of base type T; Source
represents the location in the program text of this allocation.
newExpr(Source,T) Represents an object allocation of type T; Source repre-
sents the location in the program text of this allocation.
newMultiArrayExpr(Source,T) Represents a multidimensional array alloca-
tion of base type T; Source represents the location in the program text of this
allocation.
nullConstant(_) Represents null.
offset(M,V)Represents the bytecode at offset V from the beginning of method
M.
orExpr(L1,L2) Represents logical or bitwise  with operands L1 and L2.





param_type(M,I,T) Indicates that parameter I of method M has type T.
parameterRef(M,I) A reference to parameter I of method M.
phiExpr([value_unit(L,S)|VUs])Aφ-expression, with a list of value_unit/2
structures.
primtype(Name) Describes a primitive type.
publicClass(C) Indicates that C is a public class.
reftype(Name) Describes a reference type.
remExpr(L1,L2) Represents modulus with operands L1 and L2.
returnStmt(L) Represents returning a value.
returnVoidStmt(_) Represents return from a void method.
return_type(M,T) Indicates that the return type of M is T.
shlExpr(L,Exp) Represents a bitwise left shift of L by Exp, which may be a
local or an integer constant.
shrExpr(L,Exp) Represents a bitwise right shift of L by Exp, which may be a
local or an integer constant.
specialInvokeExpr(M,[P|Ps]) Describes a method invocation of M using
special dispatch (that is, static dispatch for an instance method).
staticFieldRef(F) Represents a static field reference.
staticInvokeExpr(M,[P|Ps]) Describes a method invocation of M using
static dispatch.
stmt(S,SStruct) Represents a statement of SStruct at program counter S.
stmtContainedBy(S,M) Indicates that S is contained in M.
stmt_offset(S, offset(M,V)) Indicates the offset of S in M.
stringConstant(Val) Describes a string constant.
subExpr(L1,L2)Represents integer or floating-point subtraction with operands
L1 and L2.
subsig(SSig) Represents a method subsignature.
succ(S1,S2) Indicates that S2 may follow S1.
thisRef(M,T) Represents a reference to this in M.
throwStmt(L) Represents a throw statement.





type(void) Represents void.
unit(S) Represents a member of the statement domain.
unitActual(S,I,Exp) Indicates that the call site at S passes Exp as parameter
I; Exp can be either an immediate value or a local.
unitMaySelect(S,M) Represents an edge in the call-graph
ushrExpr(L,Exp) Represents a bitwise unsigned right shift of L by Exp, which
may be a local or an integer constant.
value_unit(L,S) Used in φ-expressions; indicates that L is the appropriate
value if control has transfered from S.
virtualInvokeExpr(M,[P|Ps]) Describes a method invocation of M using
virtual dispatch.
xorExpr(L1,L2) Represents bitwise exclusive- with operands L1 and L2.
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